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Management Summary
In April and May, 1994, researchers with the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of
Archaeology, University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, conducted a Phase I archaeological
survey of a 40.2 acre tract of land on Moccasin Bend, Chattanooga, Hamilton County,
Tennessee. Owned by the State of Tennessee and being a portion of the Moccasin Bend
State Mental Health Center, the study parcel was the proposed site of an outdoor drama
amphitheater facility to be built and operated by Hamilton County.
At the time of the survey, the study parcel was listed in the National Register of
Historic Places as a portion of the Moccasin Bend National Register District created in 1985
to protect significant prehistoric and Civil War period archaeological sites on Moccasin
Bend. Of particular importance was the inclusion in the study parcel of bivouac areas
associated with a complex of Civil War gun emplacements and campsites known as Fort
Whitaker, constructed by Federal troops in the fall of 1863 prior to the Battle of Lookout
Mountain. While listed on the National Register, and within the boundaries of the
Moccasin Bend National Historic Landmark District, the project area had not been
examined by systematic surface reconnaissance in combination with sub-surface testing.
Three recorded archaeological sites - 40HA134, 40HA394 and 40HA395 - were wholly or
partially subsumed in the study area.
Field techniques employed in the project included pedestrian survey and surface
collection, structured backhoe trench excavation, metal detector scanning, systematic
screened power auger coring, systematic screened 50cm-square test pit excavation,
opportunistic screened lm-square test pit excavation, and other hand-excavated test
excavations.
In the deeply-alluviated soils of the floodplain portion of the project area, systematic
auger testing and trenching by backhoe revealed scattered evidence of Native American
settlement. Fire-cracked rock probably deposited in the Late Archaic period, and pottery,
daub fragments, and worked flint tools associated with Woodland and/or Mississippian
period occupations were recovered. While the fire-cracked rock is probably the result of
accumulation of camp fires along the river over several thousand years, the pottery, flint
and daub suggest the presence of sedentary occupations, that is, housesites or small
villages. Isolated aboriginal artifacts are also present in the Stringers Ridge portion of the
project area and in the open meadow off Moccasin Bend Road. No human remains were
encountered during the testing.
A systematic excavation of 50cm square, hand-excavated and screened test pits over
the open meadow near the highway and extending into the ravine areas of the Stringers
Ridge known as "Lilly Spring Hollow" [within 40HA395] revealed a scatter of 19th and
20th century materials. While the latter artifacts are clearly associated with a housesite in
Lilly Spring Hollow occupied into the 1960s, there is also domestic debris from a mid-19th
century housesite that appears on a Federal military map. Military artifacts associated with
the Federal occupation of Moccasin Bend are present in small quantities despite three
decades of relic collecting on the site.
Nearly one hundred surface features were recorded on the main tract of the project
area, the bulk of these being small excavations for tents pitched on the slopes of Stringers
Ridge within and around "Lilly Spring Hollow." These tent pads represent the bivouac
sites of gun crews and support infantry units camped on Moccasin Bend in October and
November, 1863. In addition to tent pads, other features, including abandoned roadbeds,
were also mapped. Limited excavation on some of the features associate them with the
Civil War, although no intensive sub-surface testing has been conducted at this time.
Additional secondary testing is required in the project area to determine the extent
and condition of the aboriginal remains on the floodplain; to isolate the mid-19th century
domestic component in "Lilly Spring Hollow;" and to clarify the extent of Civil War
bivouac areas associated with Fort Whitaker.
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Introduction
In January, 1994, the Jeffrey L. Brown Institute of Archaeology, University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga, responded to an advertised solicitation to prepare a proposal to
conduct an archaeological survey on a 40.2 acre tract of land in Hamilton County,
Chattanooga, Tennessee (see Figure 1). The tract is owned by the State of Tennessee and
is within the boundaries of the Moccasin Bend Mental Health Center. Although solicited
by the Hamilton County Development and Training Department, the research was funded
by the Tonya Foundation, a locally-based philanthropic organization.
Hamilton County proposes to build an outdoor amphitheater on the parcel, and has
initiated a request to transfer title from the state to the county. At the time of the survey, the
provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act had not been invoked
since there is not a current application for federal assistance. This survey was requested by
the Tennessee Division of Archaeology under its authority to review and approve all
disposal of state land under the provisions of Tennessee Code Annotated 11-6-108.
The Institute prepared a technical proposal and budget for a combined Phase I
survey and Phase II limited testing program of the study parcel and submitted them to
Hamilton County Training and Development on January 13, 1994. Consistent with the
public sponsorship of the project, a bid notice was published soliciting competitive
proposals for the survey. In subsequent contract negotiations during the examination of the
submitted bids, the budget and proposed scope of work were reduced somewhat. Omitted
from the final proposal were some Phase II services, namely the employment of nearsurface electro-magnetic (EM) remote sensing and the secondary testing of a sample of EM
contacts for field verification. The resulting project summarized below nominally extends
beyond a Phase I level reconnaissance survey and includes some Phase II secondary
testing.
The project area falls within the boundaries of the Moccasin Bend National
Landmark District established in 1986 to protect significant cultural resources on Moccasin
Bend. Sites within the project area are already listed in the National Register of Historic
Places as part and parcel of an historic district. In March 1992, the Tennessee Department
of Environment and Conservation, Division of Archaeology, prepared a document entitled
"A Management Plan for Archaeological Resources on Moccasin Bend, Chattanooga,
Hamilton County, Tennessee" (Moore and Fielder 1992). This document outlined the
procedures to be followed by federal, state, county, and municipal officials to ensure that
potential ground-disturbing impacts within the Moccasin Bend National Historic Landmark
District would be adequately assessed with respect to established cultural resource
management procedures.
While recognizing the overall historical significance of archaeological features in the
project vicinity, as signaled by its Landmark status, the Institute was to evaluate the
archaeological information potential of the physical remains within the project boundaries,
consonant with criteria established in Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(and specifically 36 CFR 60.4 (d)).
After review of the Institute's technical proposal by the Division of Archaeology
and the award of the survey contract by Hamilton County, the Institute obtained Excavation
Permit No. 000150 from the Tennessee Division of Archaeology on April 8, 1994.
In the following pages the environmental and cultural setting of Moccasin Bend is
reviewed so that the signficance of the survey findings can be more readily assessed.

Figure 1. Moccasin Bend and the amphitheater project survey area. U.S.G.S. - T.V.A.
7.5 minute series (topographic) map, Chattanooga Quadrangle 105-SE, 1976 edition.
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The Environmental Setting
Chattanooga is located near the articulation of three major physiographic provinces
in the eastern United States, the Cumberland Plateau, the Ridge and Valley, and the
Appalachain Mountains (Fenneman 1938; Thornburg 1965). Lying to the west, the
Cumberland Plateau is a dramatic escarpment rising almost 1,000 feet above the Tennessee
River level. The Plateau is underlain by beds of Mississippian-age limestones and
Pennsylvanian sandstones. The latter form dramatic palisades that overlook the city of
Chattanooga. This area offers some of the most rugged topography and spectacular vistas
in the southeastern United States. The Cumberland Plateau is the remnant of a peneplain
that stretches from Pennsylvania to western Alabama. Its relatively flat, erosion-resistant
surface is composed of cross-bedded sandstones that have been downwarped to form a
gentle anticline. Below the Pennsylvanian age sandstone is the Mississippian age
limestone formation. The Fort Payne, St. Louis, Monteagle, and Bangor limestone
formations all contain distinctive chert nodules which were readily employed for flint
'mapping by the prehistoric inhabitants. Cambrian and Ordovician limestone formations
comprise the basal rock strata that are occasionally exposed in the area. The Mississippian
and Ordovician Limestone is readily soluble and extensive caves and collapsed karst
topography result.
The Valley and Ridge Province of east Tennessee, in contrast, is underlain by more
easily eroded limestones of dolomites and shales of Cambrian through Mississippian age
that have been faulted to form northeast-southwest trending ridges in the bedrock. The
more erosion-resistant strata form linear ridges and the less resistant strata form valleys
(Luther 1979: 14).
Fifty miles east of Chattanooga, the Unaka and Great Smoky Mountains comprise
the third physiographic province encompassing east Tennessee. These mountains are
composed of Pre-Cambrian and Cambrian-age limestones and metamorphosed rocks. The
topographic relief along the Great Smoky Mountain fault is also spectacular, with rock
bluffs rising several thousand feet above the valley floor in east Tennessee.
The Tennessee River and its tributaries ties these three provinces together. The
Hiwassee, Little Tennessee and Pigeon River originate in the uplands of the Smoky
Mountains and debouch into the Ridge and Valley Province forming rich alluvial valleys.
The Tennessee River Gorge cuts through the Cumberland Plateau at Chattanooga, and the
gentle meandering of the river in the Ridge and Valley Province changes abruptly to a
deeply entrenched canyon with dramatic sandstone cliffs rising almost vertically along the
canyon walls. The Tennessee River Gorge is forty-five kilometers long, with little
floodplain development and almost vertical slopes rising on both sides of the river.
Lookout Valley Geology
Lookout Valley and Moccasin Bend falls within the Ridge and Valley Province, and
its ridges are shaped by the Chattanooga and Cranmore faults (Milici et al. 1978). Lookout
Valley is an anticlinal arch that has pushed up the older basal strata limestones, where they
were eroded more quickly. Lookout Valley is a segment of the Ridge and Valley that
interdigitates between segments of the Cumberland plateau and extends almost 75 km
southwest into northern Alabama. At the Tennessee River the Cranmore Cove fault is
offset to the east. A series of structural anticlinal arches parallel this fault system. Here the
anticlines have pushed up the softer Ordovician limestones and shales that through time
have been eroded to create the valleys. Meanwhile the more erosion resistant bedded chert
strata of the Mississippian-age Fort Payne Formation have formed the irregular ridges. As a
result of this differential erosion, these irregular series of ridges are refered to as the "Fort
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Payne Knobs." These "Knobs" form a liner ridge which is referred to as Stringers Ridge.
A cleft at the southern end of Stringers Ridge is the result of differential faulting and
erosion of a softer stratigraphic unit, which has formed a protected hollow later used by
Civil War soldiers.
At Chattanooga, the Tennessee River runs along the eastern margins of Stringers
Ridge before bending sharply around the end of Stringers Ridge at the foot of Lookout
Mountain. Bending back north sharply, the Tennessee River outlines the narrow peninsula
of land known as Moccasin Bend (see Figure 1). The floor of Moccasin Bend is underlain
by Mississippian Age Newman Limestone and Pennington Formation shales (Milici et al.
1978).
Alluvial Geomorphology
The source area of water and sediments for the study area encompasses the entire
Tennessee River drainage, including parts of southwestern Virginia, western North
Carolina. and all of eastern Tennessee. The parent material for these sediments include the
quartzite, shales and granites of the Appalachian Mountains, and the limestones and
sandstones of the Cumberland Plateau and Ridge and Valley Provinces.
Soils of Hamilton County are generally well drained, and their fertility reflects the
origin of parent material. On the Cumberland Plateau, the sandstone weathers to soils of
the Lilly-Lonewood-Ramsey series (Jackson 1982). Many of these soils are heavily
eroded and quite rocky with low fertility. At the base of the Cumberland Plateau, colluvial
slopes and soils are found. The Hermitage soils were formed from decomposing
limestone, and the Allen soil series is composed of decomposing sandstone. The limestone
soils have a greater fertility, while the sandstone-based soils tend to be more acidic and
better drained. Within the Ridge and Valley Province, the limestone has dissolved into a
series of reddish-brown clays with residual cherts. Jackson (1982) have classified these
soils as the Fullerton-Bodine and Colbert-Talbott soils.
Old river terraces (T-2) were formed during the Pleistocene and now parallel the
present stream courses. Soils of the Pleistocene terraces consist of the Cumberland,
Etowah, Capshaw, Taft, and Robertsville series if their parent rocks were primarily of
limestone origin. Soils primarily of sandstone or shale origin consist of the Etowah
Sequatchie, and Whitwell soil series (Jackson 1982).
Surrounding Stringers Ridge, on both the east and west, are Pleistocene and
Holocene Age fluvial deposits of the ancestral Tennessee River. The Pleistocene terraces
of Moccasin Bend are located west and southeast of Stringers Ridge. Deposited over
10,000 years ago, these soils have been mapped by Jackson (1982: sheet 57) as Arents,
gently sloping, and Tupelo silt loam, 1 to 2 percent slopes. The Arents soil classification is
a generic term applied to intensively disturbed deposits. The 1962 gravel deposits on
Moccasin Bend have been mapped as Arents. Jackson (1982: 36) has described the Tupelo
silt loam as a deep, level and somewhat poorly drained soil associated with alluvial terraces
and foot slopes of ridges and in upland depressions. The surface layer of Tupelo silt loam
is yellowish brown up to 8 inches deep. The subsoil is yellowish brown silt loam and light
olive brown mottled silty clay. The underlying material is grey clay extending to 60 inches
or more.
The Sequatchie loam is a late Pleistocene and early Holocene alluvial deposit.
Mapped on the edge of the T-2, and the rear of the T-1 terrace, extensive outcrops of
Sequatchie loam are located on the western and southern floodplain of Moccasin Bend
(Jackson 1982: sheet 57). This soil is well drained, gently sloping with a grayish brown
loam surface layer ranging up to 9 inches thick. The subsoil extends to 46 inches. Jackson
(1983: 34) has described the second horizon as very dark grayish brown loam in the upper
levels and a yellowish brown loam that extends to a depth of 61 inches.
The Holocene (T-1) or recent floodplain soils have been deposited during the past
10,000 years. The well-drained floodplain soils consist of the Huntington, Lindside, and
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Melvin series. The second group includes the more poorly drained Bruno, Hamblin, and
Prader soil series. This latter group was formed during the Early Holocene, or 10,0005,000 B.C., and these soils were usually located in low-lying overflow channels and low
river levees. The Staser and Hamblen soils are well drained and are generally located
adjacent to the present river channel (Jackson 1982). On the western and eastern
perimeters of Moccasin Bend Jackson (1982: sheet 57) has mapped extensive deposits of
Staser silt loam. This is a deep, well drained, nearly level soil located on the floodplain of
drainage channels in Hamilton County. The surface layer is typically very dark grayish
brown and dark brown loam about 30 inches thick. The subsoil is dark yellowing brown
loam that extends to a depth of 60 inches or more. The soil is high in natural fertility and
organic content. This soil is late Holocene in age and it corrresponds to the T-lb Leftwich
formation description. This soil will contain the stratified late Archaic through Woodland
stratified deposits.
Schumm (1977), Chorley (1971), Schumm and Parker (1973), and others have
proposed that changes in regional climate can be identified within the depositional features
within a drainage system. Variations within precipitation, temperature, and wind patterns
have corresponding changes in vegetation growth, runoff, and sedimentation rates. Sea
level as well as local base levels within a drainage also affect the cycles of deposition,
erosion, and meandering within a drainage profile. An interpretation of regionallysignificant environmental fluxuation following the end of the Pleistocene is critical for the
interpretation of the Tennessee River Valley fluvial development. The archaeological
record within the floodplain helps date the deposits. A model of the Holocene depositional
sequence helps predict the location of alluviated archaeological sites.
Archaeological surveys that have incorporated geomorphological testing have
located stratified Archaic and Woodland cultural resources within the Tennessee River and
its tributaries, as documented by Alexander (1982, 1991a) Amick (1982), Amick et al.
(1985), Brackenridge (1984), Chapman (1977), Delcourt (1980), Foley and Chapman
(1977), Hoffman (1987). Systematic surveying and deep testing of floodplains for buried
archaeological deposits on the Cumberland River system have been reported by Alexander
and Walling (1993), Autry et al. (1989, 1991), Leach and Jackson (1987), and others.
Investigations by Brackenridge in the middle Duck River drainage upstream from Columbia
Tennessee, has provided a regionally-significant model for discussing Holocene fluvial
developments. The distinctive features developed by Brackenridge (1981, 1984) for
describing the floodplain features include: relative position and elevation of terraces above
the current channel, lithostratigraphic characteristics of features, soil particle size and soil
color, profile illuviation, oxidation, and precipitation of manganese (Mn) nodules and iron
(Fe) stains. Radiocarbon samples and archaeological materials within the soil profiles date
the lithostratigraphic units. Brackenridge (1984) and Mahaffy (n.d.) have described the
following informal system: the active floodplain closest to the present river channel is
designated as the T-0, the first alluvial terrace as T-1, and the second terrace as T-2.
Environment of the Project Area
The Chattanooga area has a humid temperate climate marked by moderate winters
(averaging 40 degrees F) and short cold periods. Snowfall is light and remains on the
ground only a few days each season. Rainfall averages 55 inches a year, and temperatures
range from a low near 0 degrees during the winter to a high over 100 degrees during the
summer (Luther 1979). The average growing season is 200 days. The first frost occurs in
middle October. The physiographic conditions, coupled with this climatic regime and rich
soils, provide an optimum environment for botanical and faunal development.
The biotic community in the Chattanooga area is diverse due to the complex
geology and closely juxtaposed physiographic provinces. Hemlock and mountain laurel
forests form the major highland biota of the Cumberland Plateau and its deep gulfs. The
Sequatchie Valley floor and slope vegetation consist of the oak-hickory forest characteristic
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of the southern Appalachian region in general (Shelford 1963: 56-60). The species and
growth rate vary with slope and exposure.
An inventory of faunal species of economic significance to the aboriginal
inhabitants of the area includes the ubiquitous species of the southern forest: deer, turkey,
rabbit, opossum, squirrel, and bear. Other species closely associated with the riverine
environment include river fish, freshwater mollusca, seasonal avifauna, etc. (Shelford
1963: 89-114).
Much of the land encompassed by the amphitheater project area is agriculturally
unsuitable, principally due to the steep slopes but also due to the composition and chemical
character of the soils resulting in low natural fertility. Upland portions of the project area
feature soils of the Fullerton series and described as cherty silt loams. These soils are
strongly acid (Jackson 1982: plate 57, 21-22). On the east side of the ridgeline, where the
steep slopes with exposed rock strata meet the soils of the flat floodplain, benches or
terraces of soils of the Bodine series are present. These cherty silt loams are formed in
limestone residuum and can be very strongly acid (Jackson 1982: 12-13).
The floodplain portion of the project area is roughly 200m in width, and it contains
soils of the Staser series of loams. These deep, well-drained soils are fertile and suitable
for crops and pasturing. The entire floodplain portion of the project area was evidently
improved pasture and row crops when purchased by the State of Tennessee in 1958, but
since the late 1960s or early 1970s has been allowed to grow back and is now in dense
understory with scattered deciduous hardwoods. The extreme northern end of the
floodplain in the project area remains a cleared pasture with dense grass cover. A drainage
ditch runs north-south through the western margins of the floodplain, but the soils at the
foot of the slopes overlooking the floodplain are poorly drained and seasonally wet.
The upland areas of the project on Stringers Ridge remains in a mixed forest canopy
of evergreen and decidous trees. Within the project boundary the highest elevations
approach 800' ASL, while the ravine floors vary from 670' to 690' ASL . Deer and
smaller fauna abound on the undeveloped and undisturbed terrain.

A Cultural Overview of Moccasin Bend
Moccasin Bend has a rich and varied cultural history, with evidence of human
occupation extending to the earlest human cultures in North America. In addition to its
nationally significant prehistoric archaeological sites, the historic-period resources are also
of national significance, specifically fortifications and campsites associated with the battles
of Chattanooga in 1863.
Regional Prehistory
Within the archaeological reconstruction of prehistoric cultures of the Tennessee
Valley, the Chattanooga area is viewed as a transition zone between the Ridge and Valley
cultures of Fast Tennessee and the Highland Rim culture sequence of northern Alabama
and Middle Tennessee. From what is known of the cultural sequence in both areas,
dissimilarities in culture types and development are immediately apparent in the
archaeology, despite.the geographic proximity of these regions. This observation is
important, for despite the large volume of archaeological research conducted in both areas,
the quality of regional synthesis is largely lacking. The study area presents unique cultural
vectors which are both parallel to and independent of the adjacent regions.
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The Paleoindian Tradition
The earliest known aboriginal occupation in Tennessee was during the Paleoindian
Tradition, estimated to date between 14,000 and 8,000 B.C. This occupation has been
tentatively described in three consecutive horizons: the Clovis horizon, 14,000-12,000
B.C.; the Cumberland-Redstone horizon, 12,000-10,000 B.C.; and a third horizon which
will be designated as the "Quad," 10,000-8,000 B.C. A distinctive series of projectile
point/knife types characterizes each horizon. The Clovis and Cumberland-Redstone point
types are well known fluted projectile point types. The third Paleoindian horizon is
characterized by the Beaver Lake, Quad and other related projectile point/knife types.
These lanceolate projectile points, similar to those of the earlier phases, are generally not
fluted, but are usually basally ground.
The lithic technology associated with the Paleoindian period is characterized by
large flake-blade tools struck from prepared cores. With this distinctive stone working
technology a series of uniface blades (used as scrapers and knives), steep angle scrapers,
and compound scraper-graver tools were manufactured.
In the Tennessee River drainage, Paleoindian sites have been recovered in three
topographic situations: (1) on low river levees at the intersection of the Pleistocene and
Holocene terrace; (2) the high terrace remnants (T-2 and T-3) or knolls at the edge of
drainage floodplains; and (3) upland karst topography. On the Holocene floodplain,
Paleoindian sites are recovered from a low river terrace at the intersection of the Pleistocene
and Holocene alluvial deposits. Hubbard (1989) document Paleoindian and Early Archaic
sites in this setting on the Tennessee River in northern Alabama. Paleoindian and Early
Archaic settlements often occur on the same deflated land form. Lewis and Kneburg (1955)
describe the LeCroy Site along Chickamauga Lake that contained an extensive collection of
Paleoindian and Early Archaic bifurcated base projectile points. Hulse and Wright (1989)
have also described extensive Paleoindian and Early Archaic sites from recently truncated
river levees in north Alabama. Broster and Norton (1990) and Norton and Broster (1993)
have described undisturbed alluviated Paleoindian sites on the Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers. Archaeologists with an early Holocene settlement pattern model will begin to locate
additional buried sites.
The most common location for Paleoindian and Early Archaic settlements is on the
edges of the second and third terraces (T-2 and T-3) overlooking the confluence of two
drainage channels. In these topographic situations Paleoindian sites typically consist of a
lithic scatter found in a plowed field. Generally, the artifact density is low and the sites
have been intensely plowed, dispersed by erosion, and obscured by later occupations.
The third environmental situation where Paleoindian sites have been recovered is
upland karst topography (Gatus and Maynard 1978). The karst topographic features are
located throughout Middle and Fast Tennessee and along the Tennessee River and its major
tributaries of northern Alabama. Similarly, karst topography is also located in the inner and
outer Bluegrass Region of central Kentucky, and the western Kentucky Pennyroyal and
Mammoth Cave Plateau areas (Gatus and Maynard 1978: 205). The Paleoindian sites
associated with karst topography consist of lithic scatters situated on low hills surrounded
by collapsed sinks or on the rim surrounding a sink. Early Archaic occupations are also
commonly associated with these Paleoindian sites. At the end of the Pleistocene these sink
hole complexes would have presented a microenvironment which consisted of a low plain
of bogs, swamps and open ponds. Following the early Archaic, however, the environment
changed sufficiently to make the area no longer attractive to small groups of hunters and
gatherers. These areas today are seasonally wet and a few contain perennial ponds.
On Moccasin Bend, Paleoindian sites have been located on the Sequatchie loam soil
during the construction of the hospital's Johnson and Winston buildings (Alexander 1989).
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The Archaic Tradition
The Archaic stage in the Middle South has been divided into Early, Middle and Late
Archaic periods. A time range from 8,000 to 700 B.C. has been estimated for the Archaic.
The Early Archaic has been dated from 8,000 to 6,000 B.C., and can be discussed in terms
of four projectile point horizons, each of which has a specialized temporal and regional
development. The Dalton horizon appears earliest and it most closely follows the
Paleoindiantradition. The Dalton horizon is followed by the Big Sandy, and later, the Kirk
horizon. The final horizon in the Early Archaic is the Bifurcate Base horizon. Each
horizon has been named for its characteristic distinctive projectile point/knife series, and
each can be arbitrarily assigned a 1,000 to 500 year time span until more definitive work
can be completed. On the Little Tennessee River, the Early Archaic has been extensively
documented (Chapman 1975, 1976). Early Archaic materials have also been found in the
basal levels at the St. Albans site in West Virginia (Broyles 1971). The lithic technology
associated with this period represents a significant change from the preceding Paleoindian
stage. This technology demonstrates the beginning of an adaptation to regional lithic
resources and regional stylistic point type variants. The lithic reduction sequence changed
from the large blade tools to a less complex core reduction and flake tool technology.
The Dalton complex appears most frequently from the Tennessee Valley of north
Alabama and western Tennessee to Arkansas and the Mississippi River Valley. Dalton
projectile points also occur to the east in middle and east Tennessee (Roberts 1977) and the
North Carolina Piedmont (Coe 1964). Big Sandy projectile points, representing a
presumably later horizon, are of little significance in Fast Tennessee and the Appalachian
area.
The Kirk projectile point series, on the other hand, is widespread throughout
middle and eastern Tennessee and is a well known Early Archaic horizon marker
throughout the Appalachian Mountains and the Atlantic Piedmont area (Broyles 1966,
1971; Chapman 1975, 1977). The Kirk projectile point is also significant in the middle and
lower Tennessee River Valley and the adjacent Gulf Coastal Plain of Mississippi and
Alabama.
The Bifurcate Base projectile point series, representing the succeeding
chronological period, is most common in east Tennessee and throughout the Appalachian
Mountains, the North Central states, and the Atlantic Coastal Plain. Bifurcate Base
projectile points are, however, rare in middle Tennessee and of little significance in the
Gulf Coastal Plain.
On Moccasin Bend, stratified Early Archaic, Kirk horizon projectile points have
been recovered from Site 40HA139 as reported by McCollough and Bass (1983: 79). The
site, located on the second terrace, was found during the forced main construction, and it
extends an unknown distance north and south of the original location point.
The Middle Archaic dates from approximately 6000 to 3,000 B.C. During this
period, a significant population increase has been noted throughout the Middle South. The
projectile points/lanves characteristic of this period include the Eva-Morrow Mountain
cluster and the White Springs-Sykes cluster, and the Benton cluster. A suggested
developmental sequence of point types as follows: Eva to Morrow Mountain and the
Sykes-White Springs, Benton, followed by the Ledbetter, Pickwick, Little Bear Creek, and
Wade point types of the Late Archaic period.
The Eva-Morrow Mountain point types are widely distributed throughout the
Middle South. The individual types may have somewhat different distributions, and they
may be portions of two distinct cultural assemblages. The Eva projectile points are found
throughout the lower Tennessee Valley and become increasingly less frequent throughout
Fast Tennessee. The Morrow Mountain points, however, are common throughout Middle
and Fast Tennessee and reflect a very significant occupation in the North Carolina
Piedmont (Coe 1964: 122-123). Hofman (1984a) has completed an intensive analysis of
the material and has concluded that the Eva biface reduction system is distinct from the
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Morrow Mountain biface reduction system of the southern Appalachian region. Two
distinct archaeological cultures can be defined.
The Benton horizon is an extensive cultural development of northern Alabama,
northeastern Mississippi, and middle Tennessee, as described by Alexander et al. (1983),
Bense (1983), Dowd (1989), Futato (1983), Johnston and Brooks (1989) and Walling et
al. (1993). However, the significance of the Benton horizon in southeast Tennessee has not
been documented to date. McCollough and Bass (1983: 83) discuss early and middle
Archaic components on Moccasin Bend on sites 401-IA139 and 40HA147 (Test Units 18
and 19).
Tentative conclusions in the Tennessee Valley suggest that a dramatic climatic
change occurred during the Hypsithermal and that a major set of river levees were being
deposited during the 5,000 to 3,000 B.C. period. Middle Archaic projectile points have
been recovered in a buried A soil horizon in several of these river levees (Hofinan 1984a,
1984b, 1985). Changes in the riverine fluvial systems which resulted in this river levee
formation may be linked to the Altitherrnal climatic shift. Faulkner and McCollough (1973:
418) have suggested that this period marked a significant increase in the local population
and the establishment of more permanent sites in the upper Duck River Valley. Amick
(1984) has described an intensification of archaeological settlements and exploitation of
river mussels in the inner Nashville Basin during the climatic amelioration of the middle
Holocene. The riverine environments were intensively exploited from semipermanent
camps, some of which were located on presently flood-prone expanses of the river margin.
The large shell mounds on the Tennessee River were first constructed during this period.
The Late Archaic in the Tennessee Valley area is marked by a return to climates
similar to that of the present day, a significant increase in population, and the settlement or
exploitation of new environments. The Late Archaic date estimates are from ca. 3,000 to
700 B.C. Four distinctive projectile point clusters and artifact horizons can be tentatively
defined for the Late Archaic. These are the Pickwick/Ledbetter horizon, the Little Bear
Creek horizon, and the Wade horizon. The Pickwick/Ledbetter horizon is tentatively dated
from 3000 to 2000 B.C., the Little Bear Creek horizon from 2000 to 1500 B.C., and the
Wade horizon from 1300 to 700 B.C.
The Pickwick/Ledbetter and Little Bear Creek horizons are characterized by a series
of large stemmed points that include the Flint Creek, Little Bear Creek Ledbetter,
Pickwick, Cotaco Creek and other Late Archaic stemmed point types. The Wade phase is
characterized by a series of distinctive straight-expanded stemmed, wide shouldered points
and evidence of extralocal exchange in the form of steatite vessels. In addition, pitted
cobbles, hammerstones, bar gorgets, axes, various biface knives, and drills are recovered
from Late Archaic sites. Finally, the Rounded Base cluster of projectile points, including
the Dickson, Gary, Adena, and Morhiss types, spans the periods from Late Archaic
through Early Woodland. All of the above Late Archaic period timespans are based on
relative dates. Absolute dates await the testing of various hypotheses.
The Wade Horizon cultural pattern, lithic technologies, economies and settlement
patterns appear to be very similar to that of the preceding Late Archaic horizons, and a
cultural continuum is suggested. The occurrence of steatite vessels and sand-tempered
Gulf Formational ceramics in an otherwise Late Archaic component has implications
concerning the widespread trade network during that period. The steatite bowls are found
in contexts with burials and caches of other artifacts. Several of the recovered bowl
fragments show evidence of being reworked into smaller implements. The steatite in
southeast Tennessee would probably have been quarried in the Piedmont of eastern
Alabama, Georgia or the Carolinas.
Projectile point seriation aside, these millennia represent a dynamic period in
Southeastern prehistory. Lithic technology reached an apex of skill which had not been
achieved since the Paleoindian period 8,000 years earlier. Chert raw material, steatite and
jasper beads were traded extensively. Evidence from further north suggests that incipient
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horticulture of native plant species had begun. The first large shell middens along the
Tennessee River also began accumulating during this period.
The Late Archaic was very dynamic. It is during this period in the Middle South
that three different types of sites have been recognized: (1) large scale villages with midden
deposits; (2) smaller, less densely occupied sites with storage facilities; and (3) lithic
scatters. Two kinds of Late Archaic camps have been defined in the Tennessee River
drainage (Bowen 1975; Chapman 1981; McCollough and Faulkner 1978: vii). The first
type of site consists of those which exhibit evidence of long term, intensive occupation.
These sites show evidence of structures and midden deposits covering large areas. These
sites lack the large storage facilities which the second type of site contains. The second
type includes sites which appear to be focused on hunting and the collection, processing
and storage of plant foods. These sites contain numerous large cylindrical storage pits and
conoidal storage "silos". The third type of Late Archaic site is the small lithic scatter.
Almost any location within the Tennessee Valley which possesses significant relief and
access to water would likely produce a small lithic scatter of probable Late Archaic origin.
Thus, the Late Archaic settlement configuration appears to have a minimum of three
different types of sites which may characterize three different types of environmental
exploitation patterns.
At many locations within the Tennessee Valley, Late Archaic sites have been
recovered in an alluviated river levees. These sites have been recognized buried in a river
levee within a dark A horizon soil. This soil horizon marks a period of environmental
stability which allowed the area to be occupied for a significant period of time. This stable
soil surface present during the Late Archaic may ultimately be located throughout the entire
Tennessee drainage system. The post-Late Archaic to historic period is marked by the
deposition of approximately 40cm to 80cm of additional sediment. In these upper deposits,
Woodland and/or Mississippian components may be encountered.
Evidence of Late Archaic occupation is extensive throughout Moccasin Bend.
Graham (1964) has reported significant Late Archaic and Woodland occupation in the T-lb
deposits located on the southern end of Moccasin Bend. This site was destroyed by the
dredging operations preceding the construction of Interstate 24. McCollough and Bass
(1983) discuss extensive stratified deposits in sites 40HA140, 401-IA146, and a possible
Late Archaic component on site 40HA147. A Late Archaic structure and five features were
reported by McCollough and Bass at Site 40HA140 ( Test Unit 6 ). A hearth on the
structure floor was radiocarbon dated at 1335 B.C. (UGa4808: 3285 +/- 275 years B.P.)
McCollough and Bass (1983: 65-67, 95) also report a cash of eight triangular biface
preforms, exotic Dover Chert, a rectangular greenstone axe preform, steatite sherds, and a
Mulberry Creek projectile point that were recovered in association with the structure.
The Woodland Tradition
The Woodland period in southeastern Tennessee can be arbitrarily divided into
Early Woodland, 700 B.C. to 200 B.C.; Middle Woodland, 200 B.C. to A.D. 600; and
Late Woodland, 600 B.C. to A.D. 1000. The transition from Late Archaic to the Early
Woodland is characterized by the addition of ceramics to the Late Archaic assemblage and a
change toward increased floodplain horticulture. Quartzite and sand-tempered ceramics
with plain and fabric-marked surface treatments represent the Early Woodland ceramic
assemblages in southeast Tennessee. Crushed quartzite-tempered Watts Bar ceramics
represent a significant Early Woodland ceramic assemblage. However, an Early Woodland
ceramic assemblage in north Alabama and central Tennessee has never been clearly
identified.
In southeast Tennessee, few changes in lithic technology, settlement, or subsistence
have been identified during the Late Archaic through early Woodland period. Culturally
diagnostic artifacts from this period include the aforementioned Rounded Base cluster and
the Flint Creek cluster.
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If we look at the Late Archaic and early Woodland chronology from Fast
Tennessee, a distinct Late Archaic to Early Woodland cultural dynamic is presented.
Lafferty et al. (1982) present a model that describes an Early Woodland migration from the
Ohio River basin to upper East Tennessee and the Appalachian uplands by 900 B.C. The
Early Woodland Swannanoa phase is characterized by distinctive, well-manufactured, grittempered ceramics (Lafferty et al. 1982). The Swannanoa phase ceramics appear to have
been imitated by indigenous Late Archaic groups in lower east Tennessee, resulting in the
Watts Bar ceramic series. This acculturation model may also describe events in the
Chattanooga area where the Late Archaic populations adopted the later limestone-tempered
ceramics without the development of a significant earlier sand-quartzite tempered ceramic
horizon.
The Early and Middle Woodland on Moccasin Bend has been documented at sites
40HA63, 40HA133, 40HA140, 40HA146, and 40HA147 by Graham (1964) and
McCollough and Bass (1983). Graham documented an extensive Woodland midden with
potential structural remains located on the forward slopes of the river bank. This site was
destroyed by dredging. An extensive Woodland midden, possibly up to 1 m deep, was
located at site 40HA147 (Test Unit 18). A structure floor, located 70 cm below the
surface, contained limestone tempered plain and complicated stamped sherds. A
radiocarbon date of A.D. 405 (UGa4807: 1545 +/- 125 years B.P.) was reported by
McCollough and Bass (1983: 75-77).
The Middle Woodland period in Chattanooga can be discussed in terms of two
horizons. The Early Middle Woodland period dates from 200 B.C. to A.D. 200 and is
characterized by limestone-tempered ceramics exhibiting plain, fabric-marked, checkstamped, simple-stamped surface treatments, and complicated-stamped ceramics. The
projectile point types associated with Early Middle Woodland include Copena Triangular,
Camp Creek, Greenville, and Nolichucky, as well as possibly some Flint Creek and other
stemmed projectile points. The subsistence patterns in the Early Middle Woodland appear
to be a continuation of the primary forest efficiency model (Cobb and Faulkner 1978).
This includes the exploitation of all available plant and animal food resources. Incipient
cultivation of Cucurbita, Iva Annua, sunflower, Chenopodium, and polygonum squash
during this phase has been suggested (Crites 1991; Shea 1978: 615-618).
Two hypothetical settlement patterns for the Late Middle Woodland in the
Tennessee and subsidiary river valleys have been formulated by Faulkner (1973). The
nucleated settlement pattern consisted of a larger settlement or village which was
permanently maintained. This site was located in an optimum area for exploitation of highyield resource zones and access to an important ceremonial site. During specific seasons of
the year, small special activity groups would leave and establish specialized exploitative
camps at different locations. The second hypothesized pattern is referred to as the
dispersed settlement system. In this model, a site representing the principal settlement was
occupied during specific seasons of the year. During the remainder of the year, settlements
consisted of small groups occupying the most productive biogeographic zones. The
significant difference between these two settlement models is that in the dispersed
settlement model the smaller sites represent the primary subsistence group. Large group
interaction would have taken place primarily at the principal settlement.
The Late Middle Woodland period dates from A.D. 200-700. It is distinguished by
the addition of curvilinear paddle-stamped ceramics to the preceding ceramic inventory.
The relative percentage of limestone-tempered fabric-marked ceramics decreases, while
cord-marked ceramics increase correspondingly. Projectile point types associated with this
period include Lanceolate Expanding Stemmed points, e.g., the Bakers Creek, Coosa,
Coosa Notched, Mud Creek, and Swan Lake types. The Lanceolate Spike cluster is also
associated with the Middle Woodland and includes the Flint River Spike, Ebenezer, and
Bradley Spike projectile points.
The Late Woodland can be dated from approximately A.D. 700 to 1100, and the
Late Woodland period lasted 100 to 200 years later in East Tennessee than the initiation of
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Mississippian culture elsewhere in central areas of the southeastern United States.
Geographic isolation and a successful adaptation to the complex environment perhaps
created a culture that was slower to adopt intensive horticulture, shell-tempered ceramics,
and complex chiefdom political hierarchies. Woodland burial mounds of the Hamilton
culture are known throughout the Chattanooga area and throughout southeast Tennessee
(Cole 1975; Schroedl 1978). We are, however, lacking in information regarding Late
Woodland settlement-subsistence systems. The small "shell midden rings" encountered
along the floodplain in Nickajack and Chickamauga Reservoirs may be part of the late
Woodland settlement pattern (Hood and Calabrese 1973; Lewis and Kneberg 1946). The
ceramic assemblage for the Late Woodland consists of limestone-tempered plain and
brushed surface treatments. Incurvate base Hamilton projectile points, Jacks Reef corner
notched and Jacks Reef pentagonal projectile points are the primary diagnostic lithic
artifacts of this period.
On Moccasin Bend, Hamilton Mortuary Mounds have been described by Moore
(1915) and McCollough and Bass (1983: 19-27, 84) at sites 40HA130, 40HA133,
40HA141, 40HA143, and 40HA144. Site 40HA130 is located on Stringers Ridge and it
may be a Civil War period feature as opposed to a Late Woodland mortuary complex
(Alexander 1993). Sites 40HA133 and 40HA141 may be plowed and eroded mortuary
structures (LeBarron Pahmeyer, personal communication, 1989) although the primary
internments may remain intact at both of these sites. Sites 40HA142, 40HA143, and
40HA145 remain intact with the exception of Moore's early excavations. Site 40HA144
may be a multiple component site with a Woodland burial mound which was later used as
part of the Civil War forward position from Fort Whitaker, as well as a later 19th century
mortuary location (McCollough and Bass 1983: 27). Moore (1915: mound D) reported
iron coffins interred within this mound.
The Mississippian Tradition
The Mississippian Tradition began at circa A.D. 1100 and continued until A.D.
1630 to 1650 or later. The Mississippian culture has been divided by archaeologists into
Early Mississippian (A.D. 1100 to 1250), Middle Mississippian (A.D. 1250 to 1500), and
Late Mississippian (A.D. 1500 to 1650). During the Mississippian period, aboriginal
culture reached florescence with multiple-mound towns, intensive maize horticulture, and a
stratified, hereditary political structure.
Archaeologically, the Mississippian culture is represented by shell-tempered
ceramics, rectangular domestic structures, and triangular projectile points. Mortuary
practices include flexed interments with grave furniture, and earthen tumuli constructions at
primary mound centers. Mississippian economy is a continued adaptation to wild
resources, with the addition of a horticultural trinity of maize, beans, and squash. Deer,
turkey, bear, other small mammals, as well as river fish, bivalves and gastropods were also
readily consumed by the Mississippian population.
One of the largest and least well known Mississippian mound centers is the Citico
Site, 40HA65, located about eight kilometers upstream from the project area. The Citico
Mound center was excavated by C. B. Moore (1915), and results of later excavation have
been reported by Hatch (1976). Extensive Mississippian settlements are also known from
site 40HA60 on Williams Island (Moore 1915; Evans and Karhu 1984), Audubon Acres
(40HA84) and the Hixon-Dallas Mounds covered by Chickamauga Lake (Lewis and
Kneburg n.d.). Mississippian farmsteads and hamlets are also encountered within
floodplain enviroments throughout the Chattanooga region as described by Council (1989),
Council and Honerkamp (1990) and Graham (1964). Chattanooga is known for its
extensive Mississippian population and sites have been reported from settlements along the
floodplains throughout the area.
On Moccasin Bend, at Hamilton Place, site 40HA146 contains two late
Mississippian palisaded towns as described by Moore (1915) and McCollough and Bass
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(1983). A partial inventory of Spanish colonial artifacts recovered from mortuary contexts
at this site are presented by McCollough and Bass (1983: 33), Smith (1987), and Waselkov
(1989). As described in McCollough and Bass (1983: 39), test excavations at Structure 1
at Hamilton Place uncovered an intact burned house floor with Spanish trade goods,
ceramics, and a puddled clay hearth. Radiocarbon dates from standing posts within the
structure yielded dates of A.D. 1565 and A.D. 1430 (UGa-4804 385 +/- 90 years, and
UGa-4805 520 +/-90 BP).
Historic Muskogean-speaking Mississippian populations are also known to have
occupied islands in the Tennessee River, including Hiwassee Island, Pine Island and
Gunters Island. The Chattanooga area was abandoned by Mississippian populations by
1630, when they moved southward to settle in the Tallapoosa-Coosa River area. This later
became the seat of the Creek Confederacy, where it remained until the Removal to
Oklahoma in 1838.
In the period from the 1600's to 1817-1819, Moccasin Bend was minimally
occupied. The Cherokee moved to the Chattanooga area in 1776-1777 as a result of
confrontation with the American militia on the Little Tennessee River. Prior to that time
Chattanooga was a vacant area claimed by both the Cherokee and Muskogean speakers
from Alabama as a hunting territory.
The Cherokee segment of Chattanooga history began in 1770 when a Scotch trader,
McDonald, who married a Cherokee woman, moved to Chickmauga Creek. There were no
other Euro-American occupants of Hamilton County at that time. Following the
Revolutionary War, the Virginia Militia set out to subdue the Cherokees who had been
loyal to the British Crown. The Cherokee settlements on the Little Tennessee River were
raided and the Cherokee homes and stored food were burned. The Cherokees capitulated
and pursued peace with the Americans. One group under the leadership of Chief Dragging
Canoe was angry with the Cherokee decision, and withdrew to the Chattanooga area.
McDonald's trading post was the primary focus of the first Cherokee settlements in 1776.
The Chickamauga-Cherokee settlements were led by Dragging Canoe, Bloody Fellow and
others, who are famous in Tennessee history for their raids on settlers moving down the
Tennessee River on flat boats.
The Chickamauga towns consisted of eleven villages in Hamilton County and
adjacent areas of Georgia. The settlement of Tuskigi was located in Lookout Valley and
Williams Island (Evans and Karhu 1984). The Cherokee town of Chickamauga (40HA67)
was founded on the east bank of South Chickamauga Creek and another Cherokee town
referred to as "Little Owl's Village" was located further up South Chickamauga Creek at
Graysville. Another Cherokee village (40HA66) was located at the confluence of South
Chickamauga Creek and the Tennessee River. The Chickamauga towns were burnt in
1779 by Colonels Shelby and Montgomery in reprisal for alleged raids by the Cherokee on
North Carolina settlements. Some of the Cherokee settlements were rebuilt, and the
remainder of the population moved further down the Tennessee River to the Nickajack and
Shell Mound settlements in Marion County, Tennessee.
Previous Archaeological Research: Prehistory
This survey of previous archaeological research in the Chattanooga area of
Southeast Tennessee encompasses a study area roughly fifty kilometers in radius. This
includes the northeast corner of Alabama and adjacent parts of Georgia. The primary
published and unpublished archaeological reports are included in this discussion. Minor
cultural resource reconnaissance reports are not included.
The Chattanooga area contains a number of large prehistoric ceremonial centers and
village sites, as well as upland caves and rock shelters. The Tennessee River Valley in
Southeast Tennessee with its monolithic cultural remains has attracted the attention of
archaeologists for well over 100 years. Among the earliest interested scholars were
investigators from the Smithsonian Institution, the first being C. M. Read (1868) who
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excavated at the Citico mound. During 1890, George Barnes, a U.S. Marshal at
Chattanooga, also excavated the Talimico Mound and Village on William's Island (Evans
and Karhu 1984). Clarence B. Moore investigated mounds and villages throughout the
area in the second decade of this century. The results of his field sessions at Citico and
Hampton Place were dramatic; Moore's (1915) report has remained a classic. Following
the initial destruction of the Citico mound by road construction in 1915, Charles Peacock
and W. E. Myer, a large collector from Nashville, were able to obtain a large collection of
artifacts from the Citico site. Hatch (1976), after conversations with Mr. Peacock,
summarized the Citico Mound destruction.
With the inception of the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) reservoir
construction program during the early 1930s, archaeology in the region leapt forward.
Prior to the closing of Chickamauga Lake, the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
University of Tennessee initiated excavations on the Tennessee and Hiwassee Rivers.
Lewis and Kneburg (1946, nda, ndb), Hatch (1974) and Sullivan (1985) all reported on
segments of these excavations.
Downstream in northeast Alabama, Guntersville Reservoir construction during the
middle 1930's by the TVA also produced a large volume of excavated material. The initial
report by Webb and Wilder (1951) and a ceramic description by Heimlick (1951) provide
another backdrop for interpreting the prehistoric culture at Chattanooga. Like the
Chickamauga Reservoir excavations, most of the excavated material has gone unanalyzed
for over 50 years. During the 1960s, TVA's proposal to construct Nickajack Dam and
Reservoir resulted in excavations within the region by the University of Tennessee
(Faulkner and Graham 1965, 1966a, 1966b; Bachman 1966).
J. B. Graham (1964) excavated extensive middens on Moccasin Bend as the result
of river dredging to accommodate Interstate 24 construction. During this work, Graham
excavated a Middle Mississippian structure that had been largely destroyed by cultivation
(J. B. Graham, personal communication). Construction of Interstate 24 over the
Tennessee River within the Nickajack Reservoir also resulted in archaeological
investigations at the Bible and Lay sites (Faulkner and Graham 1966b). A TVA-initiated
survey of Nickajack Reservoir was conducted in 1989 by the University of Alabama.
Driskell and Mistovich (1990) described twenty-seven prehistoric and twenty-eight historic
sites located during the fieldwork.
Jefferie's (1976) excavations of the Tunacunnhee mounds in Johnson's Crook,
northwest Georgia, merit review. The Tunacunnhee site is a stone mound of Middle
Woodland origin. The mortuary data recovered suggest that the site is more closely
associated with the Hopewell mortuary complex than the adjacent Copena Middle
Woodland mounds.
During the 1970s, with the advent of new federal environmental legislation,
archaeological projects increased in number and scope throughout the Southeast.
Council (1989) reported the excavations of a Middle Mississippian farmstead and
cemetery at site 40HA102, approximately 1.5 miles below Chickamauga Dam. These
excavations have provided a valuable description of a single structure with "small post
Hiwassee Island type" wall trench construction structure. Ceramics and other artifacts
recovered from mortuary contexts include knob shell ear pins and shell-tempered incised
ceramics.
Stratified Woodland through Late Archaic deposits were located below the
Mississippian structures at the Tennessee River Park site (Council 1989). Council and
Honerkamp (1990) reported on excavations at the front levee of the Tennessee River at
Heritag6- Landing, where Middle Mississippian structures with interments were
encountered immediately below the plowzone.
Evans and Karhu (1985) conducted a review and synthesis of the archaeological
sites in Chattanooga in or adjacent to the Tennessee River. This study was an outgrowth of
recommendations made by the Moccasin Bend Task Force. The research documented the
extensive cultural deposits present on the banks of the Tennessee River and being steadily
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destroyed by bank collapse. This report also reviewed all of the Civil War features on
Moccasin Bend.
At Moccasin Bend, McCollough and Bass (1983) described an extensive site
complex ranging from stratified Early Archaic deposits through Civil War cannon pits and
bivouac areas. Of paramount significance at Moccasin Bend are two late Mississippian
protohistoric towns encompassing over fifteen hectares. At Hampton Place (40HA146),
C. B. Moore (1915) excavated a mortuary structure that contained 31 burials, most of them
including early Spanish period trade artifacts. Reports of material in private collections
from Moccasin Bend as well as the study of major collections held by the Heye Foundation
and the Museum of the American Indian have also been studied by the Chattanooga
Regional Anthropological Association (CRAA).
In 1990, The National Geographic Society partially sponsored a second CRAA
excavation at Hampton Place (Alexander 1991b). Fieldwork conducted by CRAA in 19821983 and 1991 has helped to identify the town perimeters, internal structure, map vandal
damage, and begin preliminary definition of artifact assemblages present at the site
(McCollough and Bass 1983; Alexander 1992). Early Spanish contact materials have been
recovered from this town, and Hampton Place may be the site of Coste-Tali visited by
DeSoto in 1540. Hampton Place is acknowledged to be one of the most important early
European contact sites in the United States (Moccasin Bend National Historic Landmark
Committee report, Society for American Archaeology, 1985, and National Historic
Landmark nomination, 1986). Hampton Place has yielded a significant volume of early
Spanish trade material (Smith 1987; Waselkov 1989). Additional significance derives from
observations that part, if not all, of Hampton Place was burned, sealing primary household
materials including trade goods in place in its buildings (McCollough and Bass 1983;
National Historic Landmark nomination, 1986).
The Historic Period on Moccasin Bend
Following the treaty with the United States Government in 1817-1819 the
Cherokees were all moved south of the Tennessee and Hiwassee River to form a nation.
Hamilton, McMinn and Monroe counties were created as a result of this treaty (Allen n.d.:
181). The same treaty gave Cherokees the right to claim land north of the Tennessee River
if they proved "thrifty and capable of managing their property". As a result, several
Cherokees and mixed blood Cherokees claimed 640-acre reservations on the north bank of
the Tennessee River. Two federal surveyors recorded reservations for the Cherokee
throughout southeast Tennessee.
One such reservation was that of John Brown on Moccasin Bend, who claimed a
reservation on the right bank of the river at a spot that took his name, Brown's Ferry.
Brown's reservation was entered into the Hamilton County deed books on January 25,
1820 (HCDB 1: 80-81). This tract included 640 acres (one square mile in area) north of
the terminus of Moccasin Bend. The deed included a dwelling located away from the river
and on the road from old Washington.
The title to lands subsumed in the amphitheater survey parcel are more difficult to
reconstruct due to the absence of plats for many of the early conveyances. Title research
completed to date, however, suggests that Richard Waterhouse, one of the earliest of
Chattanooga's Euro-American settlers, acquired title to lands on the south end of Moccasin
Bend in the early 1820s, both as grants of land from the State of Tennessee and as
purchases. Some of Richard Waterhouse's lands on Moccasin Bend were purchased at a
public sale by Euclid Waterhouse, who conveyed to Patrick H. Cobb [or Cobbs] a 370acre parcel in September, 1860 (HCDB 15: 199). Cobb was apparently the owner of
record of the survey parcel at the time of the Civil War.
The Cherokee population of lower Fast Tennessee and northern Georgia was under
increasing pressure by Euro-American settlement, and in 1835, fmally was compelled to
reliquish title to all lands and agree to resettlement west of the Mississippi River. The
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Cherokee Removal of 1838 resulted in the migration of the Native American population of
the Chattanooga region. In 1839, the former Cherokee ferry crossing of Ross's Landing
became the incorporated town of Chattanooga. Within two decades, Chattanooga became
an industrial and commercial center, building a solid foundation on its key position in the
river and rail transportation networks of the region. In contrast to the bustle of downtown
Chattanooga, Moccasin Bend remained largely untouched, with only scattered farmsteads
and a network of roads to the various fords upriver from the town.
The Civil War in Chattanooga
Following the declaration of war in 1861, the Confederate Army under General
Albert S. Johnston, commander west of the Allegheny Mountains, attempted to fortify
Central Tennessee with a series of forts in Western Kentucky and on the Tennessee,
Cumberland and Mississippi Rivers. Due to lack of supplies and labor for Confederate
forces, the Cumberland River and Western Kentucky were occupied by Union forces by
March 1862. The Confederate forces abandoned Nashville and moved south to the
Tennessee River. Union gunboats forced the Confederates to abandon Memphis in June
1862. From July of that year, the Union army held western and middle Tennessee
(Alexander 1993: 6).
In April 1862, General Johnston, who had two months earlier abandoned
Nashville, confronted the Union forces under General Ulysses S. Grant at Shiloh on the
Tennessee River. After two days of battle, the Confederate troops retreated to Corinth
Mississippi. At the same time as the Union victory at Shiloh, Union troops captured
Huntsville, Stevenson, and Bridgeport. In early June, the front between the ConfederateFederal lines was drawn roughly east-west from Bridgeport, Alabama to Memphis,
Tennessee. Federal troops under General James S. Negley crossed the Cumberland
Plateau from Fayetteville on June 1, 1862. Confederate forces were surprised, and the
skirmish at Sweeden's Cove was a complete rout of the Confederates. On June 4, Negley
attacked the Confederates crossing the river at Shell Mound. (O.R., V. 10, Pt. I, p. 904905, 919; Pt. II, p.162, 257, 271).
General Negley continued eastward on June 6, 1862, by crossing Walden's Ridge
on the Anderson Pike. Negley took up a position on Stringers Ridge north of
Chattanooga's waterfront. Early the following evening, Negley opened fire on
Chattanooga with cannons and sharpshooters stationed on the riverbank. Confederate
troops in the town responded with a pair of guns from an emplacement on Cameron Hill.
The following day, the Union troops continued to fire on Chattanooga until noon. Negley
then withdrew his troops through Jasper back into the Union lines (O.R., V. 10, Pt. 1, p.
919-922). The Confederate forces under General Kirby-Smith,who had arrived the day
before and occupied Chattanooga, reported that little damage was done by the Union
shelling of the town (Alexander 1993: 7).
General Braxton Bragg was put in charge of the Army of Tennessee after the
Confederate defeat at Shiloh. Bragg moved his army by railroad from Corinth to
Chattanooga in July of 1862. From Chattanooga, Bragg launched an invasion of Central
Kentucky. Bragg's objective was to cut the Union supply lines through Kentucky,
instigate Confederate support, and force the Union troops out of Nashville. On October 8,
1862, Bragg lost an important battle at Perryville, Kentucky, and was forced to withdraw
his army to Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
General William S. Rosecrans was given command of the Union Army of the
Cumberland on October 24, 1862. Rosecrans continued to build four large forts as well as
earthworks on the defensive perimeter of Nashville. By December 1862, over 47,000
troops were stationed in Nashville, and the Union had developed a large supply depot
there.
At the Battle of Stones River, west of Murfreesboro, the two armies met again in
combat on December 31, 1862 and January 2, 1863. The result was a narrow Union
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victory and the Confederate forces retreated to Shelbyville and Tullahoma for the remainder
of the winter. By the spring of 1863, Bragg's 70-mile line of defense stretched from
McMinnville on the right to Columbia, Tennessee on the left. Rosecrans, through a series
of flanking maneuvers, threatened to cut off the Confederate supply line that stretched from
Atlanta by rail to Chattanooga, then to Tullahoma and Shelbyville. Bragg was forced to
withdraw his troops to Chattanooga (Alexander 1993: 8).
Chattanooga, with its surrounding mountains and the Tennessee River as a natural
barrier, was considered a natural fortress. Alternatively, if out-manuevered, the basin
ringed by mountains was a natural trap where an army could be easily besieged. General
Bragg, however, considered Chattanooga a safe refuge from the Union Army of the
Cumberland (Alexander 1993: 9).
During August 1863, General Rosecrans sent two brigades over the Cumberland
Mountains through the Sequatchie Valley and over Walden's Ridge in a feint to distract the
Confederate forces at Chattanooga. The bulk of the Army of the Cumberland instead
crossed the Tennessee River at Bridgeport, Shell Mound, and other locations along a 40mile front. The Union objective was to cut the Western and Atlantic Railroad south of
Chattanooga and to force Bragg to retreat from Chattanooga or be besieged there, cut off
from any source of resupply (Alexander 1993: 9).
Like Negley before him, Colonel John T. Wilder stationed artillery units on
Stringers Ridge on the north side of the Tennessee River as part of Rosecrans' feint.
Wilder shelled rebel installations, principally to harass the enemy and draw attention away
from the main Federal forces advancing from Bridgeport (Alexander 1993: 9-10). Wilder's
artillery detachment, the 18th Indiana, under Captain Eli Lilly, began its barrage of
Chattanooga on August 21, and continued for several weeks to probe Confederate
positions, particularly at the river crossings. On Setember 8, battery commander Lilly
shifted his cannons, as reported by artilleryman Henry Campbell (n.d.: 68-69):
Entire batt. moved out-one section going up to Friers [near Chickamauga
Dam], remainder: to the position opposite town. Fired several shots but got
no reply. One gun was sent opposite the foot of Lookout and shelled the
rifle pits there. Soon found they were empty. Kept up a shelling all day at
different points, but got no answer anywhere." Wednesday sep 9" at 8
o'clock the 2d Sec went down opposite the foot of Lookout, and shelled the
rebels out of the works there-assisting the advance of the 92d Ill who were
heading Palmers Div. on the other side of the river.
Datzman (n.d.: 21) also confirmed that on 9 September, one section [two guns] of Lilly's
18th Indiana artillery battery had taken a position on the tip of Moccasin Bend and had
driven away Rebel skirmishers from the eastern base of Lookout Mountain.
Protected by an aggressive artillery screen, the 92nd Illinois Infantry regiment and
other units moved into Chattanooga. Once again outflanked by Rosecrans, Bragg had been
forced to abandon his positions. On September 9, 1863, advance Federal units entered
Chattanooga without opposition. Union reconnaissance of the left (southern) banks of the
Tennessee River revealed Bragg's Confederate forces were scattered from Kingston to
Bridgeport. Union commanders feared a Confederate attack across the Tennessee River
would cut off supplies and a potential retreat route over Waldens Ridge roads.
Rosecran's Army of the Cumberland settled uneasily in Chattanooga. Supplies
were brought into Chattanooga from Nashville, and scouts were sent out to reconnoiter the
Tennessee River. Bragg's Army of Tennessee moved toward Summerville, Georgia and
prepared for battle. Additional troops were brought by railroad from Virginia and
Mississippi to supplement Bragg's Army. Rosecrans continued to move his forces south
in three main columns, trying to encircle Bragg's army. Instead, Bragg determined to
attack one of the columns with his superior force (Alexander 1993: 14).
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The Battle of Chickamauga
The Battle of Chickamauga took place twelve miles south of Chattanooga on
September 19 and 20, 1863. Confederate troops overran the Union line during the late
morning of September 20. The result was a rout of part of the Union force and a retreat to
Chattanooga. Rear guard actions by the Federals and poor leadership by the Confederates
permitted most of Rosecrans' army to escape to the confines of Chattanooga. Rosecrans
was unable to occupy Missionary Ridge, and he was forced to abandon Lookout Mountain.
As the retreating Federals congregated in Chattanooga, the Confederate forces took
possession of these superior tactical positions.
Chattanooga, as Confederate General Bragg had deduced earlier, was either a
citadel or a trap, depending upon the security of the army's supply lines. The defeated
Army of the Cumberland soon discovered their position was desperate. Confederate forces
constricted the Federal supply routes by commanding the south bank of the Tennessee.
The Memphis and Charleston Railroad and the Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad shared
a common rail line into Chattanooga from Stevenson, Alabama, and this line was destroyed
and in rebel hands. River traffic could be attacked at will from the left bank of the river.
Bragg planned to surround Chattanooga and starve the Federals into abandoning their
strategic position in lower Fast Tennessee. The Federal army in Chattanooga was soon
reduced to starvation.
General Longstreet's troops were stationed on the Confederate left, extending
from Chattanooga Creek west across the Chattanooga Valley to Lookout Mountain and
down into Lookout Valley. General Bragg established his headquarters on Missionary
Ridge and fortified positions in that long ridgeline that nearly encircled Chattanooga on the
east. The Federal troops in Chattanooga saw the southern horizon ringed with enemy
troops, and the rebels held high terrain difficult to assault. To their disadvantage, the
Confederates had insufficient forces to protect every portion of a twelve-mile long
perimeter (Alexander 1993: 15).
The Defense of Chattanooga
The Union troops in Chattanooga were encircled with fortifications. Beginning at
the Union right on the Tennessee River near Chattanooga Creek to the Tennessee River at
the west bank of Citico Creek a double line of entrenchments circled the besieged city. A
series of Union forts were also excavated at strategic elevated locations within the outer
trenches. A tenuous supply line was established through the Sequatchie Valley and over
Walden's Ridge, but raids on supply wagon trains by General Joseph Wheeler's
Confederate cavalry further disrupted the trickle of supplies flowing into Chattanooga over
Signal Mountain. On October 18, 1863, Major General Ulysses S. Grant took control of
all Union forces in the western theater, including the Army of the Tennessee, the Army of
the Cumberland, and Burnside's Army of the Ohio. The defeated General Rosecrans was
relieved of command of the Army of the Cumberland, and George H. Thomas, in
recognition of his heroic stand at Chickamauga, replaced Rosecrans as commander in
Chattanooga. The Federals were continuously alert for a Confederate thrust across the
Tennessee River (Alexander 1993: 15-17).
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Figure 2. Detail from "Map of the Battle-field of Chattanooga, prepared to accomany
report of Maj. Gen. U. S. Grant, by direction of Brig. Gen. W. F. Smith, Chief Eng. Mil.
Div. Miss., 1864," (0.R. Atlas, Plate 49, Map 1).
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The Federals were well aware that the Confederates could cross the Tennessee
River at any number of ferries and fords between Knoxville and Bridgeport, and could
potentially sever the Union supply lines. A crossing in force by the Confederates could
result in the retaking of Chattanooga. Supplies and reinforcements were available at the
Union railroad depot at Bridgeport, Alabama, but Chattanooga could only be supplied
overland. The river crossings on Moccasin Bend were the nearest and most immediate
points of concern. The Union had placed two pontoon bridges across the Tennessee River
providing access between the town and the north shore. One bridge spanned the river at
Ross's Landing, and a second pontoon bridge was located northwest of Cameron Hill.
Moving down stream, the next possible crossing point was the ferry crossing between the
mouth of Lookout Creek and the southwest tip of Moccasin Bend. The well-known
Brown's Ferry Crossing was the next potential river crossing, and was part of a direct line
of communication across the neck of the Bend to the north shore opposite Chattanooga.
Williams Island Ferry, located near Baylor School campus, was another potential point of
crossing. Moccasin Bend was the shield protecting the western approaches to Chattanooga
(Alexander 1993: 19).
The possession of the Tennessee River to Williams Island below Chattanooga was
thus essential for the Union Army in Chattanooga. George Crook, a brigadier general
stationed at Williams Island Ferry, reported the following conversation with General
Rosecrans: "When over the river today, General Rosecrans asked what disposition had
been made at the ford, 4 miles above? I told him Colonel Wilder was there with a sufficient
force to guard it, I supposed. He expressed a good deal of anxiety about that point, and
wanted the general to prevent their crossing the river at all hazards, and to hold all his force
in readiness to effect this if necessary," (O.R., V. 30, Pt. III , p. 807). On September 23,
1863, Brigadier General Robert Mitchell, Chief of Calvary at Williams Island Ferry
crossing [Baylor School], reported: "I have sent to the ford, [Moccasin Bend] in addition to
the force of Colonel Wilder's Brigade stationed there, one regiment and a section of
Stokes' battery." (O.R., V. 30, Pt. III, p. 807).
Fort Whitaker
Following the Union retreat to Chattanooga, General Walter C. Whitaker was
commanded to take control of Moccasin Point. Whitaker's immediate task was to secure
and protect the river crossings at all costs (O.R., V. 30, Pt. 1, p. 163). The entirety of
Moccasin Bend from North Chattanooga to Williams Island Ferry was occupied by
Whitaker's Brigade. Rifle pits and cannon emplacements were constructed immediately
(O.R., V. 30, Pt. I, p. 827). Whitaker reported deploying his forces at three points on
Moccasin Bend. Three companies were stationed on a hill approximately 3/4 mile north of
the pontoon bridge crossing the Tennessee River from Cameron Hill, (in the vicinity of
Manufacturer's Road). Stationed at the southern terminus of Stringers Ridge at the toe of
Moccasin Bend were the following regiments and artillery batteries, as of his report of
September 24 (O.R. V. 30 Pt. 111, p. 828): 96th Illinois, 84th Indiana, 40th Ohio, 10th
Indiana Battery [6 guns], 18th Ohio Battery [1 Section 2-guns]. Stationed at the Brown's
Ferry river crossing were the 115th Illinois and one section of the 18th Ohio Battery
(Alexander 1993: 19-21).
Whitaker's headquarters were apparently on Stringers Ridge north of the modern
Manufactures Road cut and west of the State Route 27 transect of Stringers Ridge.
Supporting information on the location of General Whitaker's headquarters includes reports
on September 23, 1863, that his command was about three miles from Colonel
Champion's position on the tip of Moccasin Point (O.R., V. 30, Pt. 111, p. 802). Again on
September 24, 1863, Whitaker reported: "I...have been compelled to return to this point to
execute the order received concerning the stragglers and discipline of the troops and trains
on this side of the River" (O.R., V. 30, Pt. III, p. 828, 782). In another report Whitaker
noted difficulty crossing the Tennessee River to headquarters, and a orderly used a skiff to
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cross the river opposite Whitaker's headquarters (O.R., V. 30, Pt. IV, p. 442). This
approximate location would provide an optimum view of Chattanooga and control over the
road northwest over Walden Ridge, as well as access to Brown's Ferry and Moccasin
Bend.
On September 24 and 25, Whitaker's men were busily engaged in digging rifle pits
and cannon pits on Stringers Ridge. However, no tools were on hand in Whitaker's
Brigade and requests were sent to Rosecrans' headquarters seeking tools and 100 extra
men to dig the fortification before the fog rose on September 25. At the same time, Lt. Cox
reported locations where three more batteries could be located on Stringers Ridge (O.R., V.
30, Pt. III, p. 828-830). By October, the complex of gun emplacements, rifle pits, and
campsites on Moccasin Point was being referred to as Fort Whitaker in official military
correspondence.
By late September, two batteries were placed on Moccasin Bend to command
Lookout Mountain. Captain Naylor's 10th Indiana battery, with an additional section (also
referred to as number 5) commanded by William. H. Cox, had been placed on the left and
center at Moccasin Point (O.R., V. 30, Pt. IV, p. 103; V. 31 Pt. I, p. 839). On the Union
right at Moccasin Bend, Captain Aleshire's 18th Ohio Battery, with six Rodman Guns,
was stationed at site 40HA135 (O.R., V. 30, Pt. IV, p. 217, 316). The Map 4, Plate 50,
of the 0. R. Atlas, illustrates an additional battery at the foot of the hill below the ridge
crest.
The principal targets of the battery on the Union left were the road off of Lookout
Mountain and Confederate positions on Chattanooga Creek. The possible targets of the
battery at the Union center were likely the rebel signal station on Lookout Mountain and the
"White House" on Cravens' Terrace. The principle target of the battery at the Union right
was also Cravens' Terrace as well as the ferry crossing at the mouth of Lookout Creek
(Alexander 1993: 22). Wauhatchie Pike and other routes over the northern end of Lookout
Moutain were in Confederate hands, but the Federal batteries on the tip of Moccasin Bend
constricted these vital arteries.
The following is a Confederate view from Lookout Mountain of the Union Army
in Chattanooga during the fall of 1863, as cited in Moore (1880: 439):
E.P. Alexander, Longstreet's Chief of Artillery, hoped he might be able to
shell Chattanooga, or the enemy's camps from [Lookout Mountain], and
three nights ago twenty long-ranged rifle pieces were brought up, after great
difficulty. It was necessary to bring them up at night because the mountain
road is in many places commanded by the batteries on Moccasin Ridge....
Every gun was located behind some hugh rock, so as to protect the
cannoneers from the cross-fire of the "Ridge".... At one P.M., order was
given to open the rifles from the mountain. Parker's battery, being the
highest on the mountain, opened first, and then down among the rocky soils
of the mountain. Jordan's, Woolfolk's, and other batteries spoke out in
thunderous tones. The reverberations were truly grand. Old Moccasin
turned loose upon us with great fury; but 'munitions of rocks' secured us.
All their guns being securely casemated, we could do them little or no
injury; so we paid little or no attention to them. Colonel Alexander, with his
glass and signal flag, took position higher up the mountain, and watched the
shots. Most of our fuses (nine tenths of them, indeed) were of no account,
and hence there was great difficulty to see where our shot struck, only a few
exploding. The Yankees in their rifle pits made themselves remarkably
small. They swarmed before the firing began, but soon disappeared from
sight. We fired very slowly, every cannoneer mounting the rocks and
watching the shot. After sinking the tail of the guns, so as to give an
elevation of twenty-nine degrees, the shots continued to fall short of the
camps, and the order was given to cease firing.
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On October 17, 1863, a Confederate camp was reported by Whitaker in Brown's
Valley opposite Williams Island. The camp was clearly visible from Whitaker's command
post and the rebel camp could have been at Brown's Tavern or at the western side of
Brown's Ferry crossing. This camp was part of Confederate William Oat's regiment.
Cannon in embrasures on the southern terminus of Moccasin Bend could not bring fire
against this target. An additional cannon pit, possibly erected by the 18th Ohio battery,
was placed on the western side of the ridge somewhat closer to Brown's Ferry
[40HA137]. Whitaker reported that the additional battery was sited "400 or 500 yards
nearer than anything we now have bearing on them" (O.R., V. 30, Pt. IV, p. 442). This
battery position was also used later in support of the Brown's Ferry Crossing and the
Cracker Supply Line, and was presumably occupied by one section of the Aleshire's 18th
Ohio battery (O.R., V. 30, Pt. IV, p. 216-217).
Civil War maps (O.R. Atlas, Plate 50, Map 1) drawn to accompany General
William F. Smith's report (O.R., V. 31, Part 1, Page 78) illustrate the deployment of
Union troops and artillery on November 5, 1863. A second battery, probably a water
battery, was located opposite the first hill south of the large gap with a drainage at Brown's
tavern. Hoobler (1986: 130) illustrates a water battery probably at Ross's Landing.
The battery located on plate 50, Map 1 was likely a very temporary structure
constructed the night of October 26 to support the crossing of Union troops at Brown's
Ferry. It would have prevented Confederate troops camped at Brown's Tavern from
attacking the Union left flank. Jim Ogden (personal communication) has hypothesized that
the guns were possibly located behind a river sand bar. The guns were probably removed
after the success of the Brown's Ferry movement.
Located approximately 1400m north of Fort Whitaker, site 401-IA138 also contains
a position for two cannons facing Brown's Ferry and Lookout Valley. No specific
reference has been found to document this battery location, but it is possibly a section of
Major Mendenhall's battery placed on Stringers Ridge in support of Brown's Ferry (O.R.
V. 31, Pt. 111, p. 78).
The Battles of Chattanooga
U. S. Grant had been placed in overall command of the three armies gathered at
Chattanooga, and he relieved Rosecrans with General George H. Thomas. General
William F. Smith had been developing a plan to break the rebel stranglehold on the Federal
supply route to Bridgeport, and when Grant arrived in Chattanooga on October 23, the plan
was put into action. Federal troops in pontoon boats were floated downstream from
Chattanooga and along the bank of Moccasin Bend under cover of night. Protected by the
Federal forces on the bend, these troops successfully assaulted Browns Ferry in the early
morning hours of October 27, and by the following day had linked up with a Federal
column marching north into Lookout Valley from Bridgeport. Confederate troop
movements across the tip of Lookout Mountain were severely hindered by the batteries of
Moccasin Bend, and rebel forces were unable to mobilize effective responses to the Federal
assaults.
The Battle of Wauhatchie on October 29 drove Confederate forces out of that
portion of Lookout Valley west of Lookout Creek and opened the supply line to
Bridgeport. When General W. T. Sherman and his columns had finally rendezvoused at
Chattanooga, plans were made to break out of Chattanooga and turn the tables on their
Confederate foes.
Reprovisioned, the Federal armies began their tactical manuevering on November
23 with an assault on Orchard Knob, the advanced rebel position west of Missionary
Ridge. Early on November 24, Sherman crossed the Tennessee River at the north end of
Missionary Ridge, applying pressure on that flank but failing to break the rebel position.
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On the same day, General Joe Hooker attacked the other rebel flank on the top and northern
slopes of Lookout Mountain. With aggressive supporting fire from the batteries at the tip
of Moccasin Bend, the Union forces crushed the rebels gathered at the mouth of Lookout
Creek and around Cravens' Terrace. The morning of November 25 found the Federal
forces in possession of Lookout Mountain, and by the end of that long day, the Battle of
Missionary Ridge was over. The Confederate forces had been dislodged from what had
been thought to be impregnable defensive positions.
With Chattanooga secured, the town was transformed into an advanced staging area
for the long march toward the rebel stronghold at Atlanta. While troops in Chattanooga
maintained their defensive posture, the main battlefront moved south.
The Regimental Accounts
The personal recollections and regimental histories of the Federal troops stationed at
various times on Moccasin Bend provide eye-witness accounts of the camps on that
peninsula, their construction techniques, and approximate position. The accounts also
record the initial privation endured by the soldiers encamped at Fort Whitaker.
General Whitaker's Brigade had secured Moccasin Bend and its important ferry
landings, but logistically, their situation had been difficult. Regimental histories reveal the
daily routine of artillery duels with Lookout Mountain and constant hunger. John Beach, a
surgeon with the 40th Ohio Volunteer Infantry, reported the unit's activities on Moccasin
Bend:
September 22d. Our brigade marched through the city, across the river, and
went into position on Moccasin Point, opposite Lookout Mountain. Just
above our camp, on the point of the ridge nearest Lookout, was the
Eighteenth Ohio Battery, which for the next several weeks kept up an
artillery duel with the enemy's guns on top of Lookout.
October 2nd, General Wheeler captured our train in Sequatchie Valley,
coming up from Bridgeport, where it was left when we marched from that
place September 13th, burning four hundred wagons, and killing, or taking
away with him, sixteen hundred mules. This train contained the tents,
blankets, and many of the knapsacks of the men, as well as all of the
personal effects of the officers of our brigade. The loss was a serious
inconvenience to men who had been without blankets, or a clean shirt for
nearly a month (Beach 1884: 49-50).
During the assault on Brown's Ferry, the 40th Ohio Infantry moved to the ferry landing on
Moccasin Bend and entrenched. Batteries on Moccasin Bend dueled with those on
Lookout Mountain on the 28th of October, and the 40th Ohio moved out into Lookout
Valley on the 29th on their way to reinforce units engaged in the fight at Wauhatchie.
Returning to their camp on Moccasin Point, they remained there but a few days, ultimately
departing for Nickajack Cove where they went into camp. The unit did not return to
Moccasin Bend, but took part in the battles of Chattanooga later in November.
While camped on Moccasin Point within Fort Whitaker, Sergeant Isaac C. Doan
(1894: 8) of the 40th Ohio infantry, made the following observations regarding Lookout
Mountain:
On the 22nd, our brigade took position on Moccasin Point, on the north
bank of the Tennessee River, immediately opposite the frowning brow of
Lookout Mountain, where we guarded the river front and were at liberty to
contemplate the rare beauty of this magnificent specimen of mountain
scenery. Two miles in height of mountain slope clad in the many colored
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robe of autumn; its base laved by the pellucid Tennessee. The songs of
innumerable birds mingling with the rippling of the waters in a gently
roundelay—punctuated at intervals by the staccato notes of the festive rebel
gun--followed by the not-to-gentle dropping of an ounce of lead
uncomfortably near the venturous Yank who protruded his head beyond the
bushes in order to enjoy the sylvan scene: reminding him that there is no
rose without its thorn.
This was starvation camp. For a full month we were on less than quarter
rations, and the normal condition of the stomach was ravenous. We soon
cleaned the cornfield down to the last sprouted nubbin on the ground.
Following the Battle of Wauhatchie, units from Moccasin Bend were ordered into Lookout
Valley as support tr000ps. Returning for this foray, Doan (1894: 9-10) provided a detailed
account of the construction of a soldiers bivouac on Moccasin Point:
We returned to our old quarters on Moccasin Point, and my bunk mate and I
slept for the second night in a house that we had just spent a month in
building. It consisted of pine poles driven into the ground to form a
stockade pen about six feet square, thatched with pine-feathers. A luxurious
bed of poles attached to the wall, padded with a feather bed--(pine-feathers).
A regular stone fire-place, with mud and stick chimney. The roof consisted
of the two sections of a dog tent.
Our kit of tools was composed of a hatchet, that wasn't sharp from one nick
to another. I hope 1 shall have your sympathy when 1 say, that we were
ordered down the river next day and never saw that dandy soldiers' rest
again.
Whitaker's Brigade included the 96th Illinois, commanded by Colonel Champion.
Their regimental history also describes its activities on Moccasin Bend.
[O]n the 22d [September] we marched through Chattanooga, crossed to the
north bank of the river, and encamped on Moccasin Point.
The side of the point which lies next to the mountain is low and fertile, and
prior to our occupancy had been covered with a fine crop of corn and beans
which, fortunately for us, had been somewhat carelessly harvested. Our
camp was situated several hundred yards from the river, nearly opposite the
northern base of the mountain, and a little distance behind the camp rose a
considerable ridge -- the instep of the moccasined foot -- on which was
posted the 18th Ohio Battery.
The 9th Ohio and 10th Indiana Batteries were sent to assist the 18th Ohio,
and all were bomb-proofed by the infantry, -- the NINETY-SIXTH on one
occasion working an entire night with picks and shovels. But the artillery
on Lookout, beyond its disquieting effect, did us very little injury.
After showing us a few times that they could throw shells into our camp,
the battery on Lookout let us alone, and, with the exception of the skirmish
fire along the river, our camp was as peaceful as though there had been no
enemy in our vicinity.
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Occasionally, however, the severe artillery duels were renewed, and more
than once the soldiers sought their bomb-proofs and the officers vacated the
log building occupied as a Regimental headquarters (Partridge 1887: 249251).
As the siege progressed, rations were cut and the 96th Illinois increased its foraging
activities, competing in this task with the army's few surviving mules and the hostile rebel
pickets on the opposite bank of the Tennessee:
Corn near the bank of the river was worth its weight in Rebel lead.
The members of the Regiment usually alluded to this camp as "Starvation
Point" in after months (Partridge 1887: 253).
The 96th moved out with the 40th Ohio on October 28th, and its regimental history records
its brief action in Lookout Valley with relish: the fields there were rich with corn. In
reference to the vigorous Confederate cannonade during the action, the history noted with
pluck that "the Rebel artillerists on Lookout offered to shell our corn (Partridge 1887:
259). On October 31, the 96th departed camp for Bridgeport, and went into winter camp
with the 40th Ohio, also returning for the final confrontations at Chattanooga.
The 8th Kentucky Volunteer Infantry Regiment arrived in Chattanooga on the 21st
of September, having taken casualties in the fight at Chickmauga (Wright 1880: 197).
The 23rd of October the Eighth moved to the north side of the river, into
Moccasin Bend, opposite Lookout Mountain, where they commenced to
prepare winter quarters. The men went to work with their axes, preparing
material, trying to be cheerful with the scant half rations.
The 31st of October the brigade received orders to march. Our fatigue dutymen were ordered back to their respective regiments, and the 1st of
November, with some reluctance, we left out half finished cabins. Some of
the men said, "If we're going where we can get full rations once more, it is
all right." (Wright 1880: 205)
Leaving behind most of their equipment, to be boxed and held for a later rendezvous, the
8th Kentucky marched into Lookout Valley, ending up at Shell Mound where General
Whitaker sought, somewhat prematurely, to go into winter quarters. Here, the troops
suffered, "having left the remnant of our old tents at Moccasin Bend" (Wright 1880: 206).
On October 31, 1863, following the opening of Brown's Ferry supply line,
Whitaker's Brigade was moved from Moccasin Bend to the Shell Mound - Trenton Road
and relieve the regiment there (0.R. V. 31, Pt. I, p. 795, 852). Later, Whitaker's
Brigade participated in the Battle of Lookout Mountain before returning to winter quarters
at Shell Mound.
General John Beatty's brigade, was moved to Moccasin Bend to take Whitaker's
place in that position. Following the reorganization of the Union Army in Chattanooga,
Beatty (1946: 258) reports his brigade as the following regiments: 113th Ohio Infantry,
Colonel John G. Mitchell; 121th Ohio Infantry, Colonel H. B. Banning; 108th Ohio
Infantry, Lieutenant Colonel Carlo Piepho; 98th Ohio Infantry, Major James M. Shane; 3rd
Ohio Infantry, Captain Leroy S. Bell; 78th Illinois, Colonel Van Vleck; 34th Illinois,
Colonel Van Tassell. Beatty's Brigade remained at Moccasin Point until the assault on
Missionary Ridge on November 25 (Alexander 1993: 26).
Beatty's memoirs contain daily journal entries of the operations of his brigade at its
post on Moccasin Bend, and reveal as much of the state of mind of his troops as their
military disposition:
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October 5. The enemy opened on us, at 11 A.M., from batteries located on
the point of Lookout Mountain, and continued to favor us with cast iron in
the shape of shell and solid shot until sunset. He did little damage,
however; three men only were wounded, and these but slightly. A shell
entered the door of a dog tent, near which two soldiers of the 18th Ohio
were standing, and buried itself in the ground, when one of the soldiers
turned very coolly to the other and said: "There, you damn fool, you see
what you get by leaving your door open!" (Beatty 1946: 258)
The following is John Beatty's (1946: 259-260) impression of the cannonade from
Moccasin Bend and Lookout Mountain:
November 12. We are encamped on Stringers Ridge, on the north side of
the Tennessee, immediately opposite Chattanooga. This morning Colonel
Mitchell and I rode to the picket line of the brigade. The line runs along the
river, opposite and to the north of the point of Lookout Mountain. At the
time a heavy fog rising from the water veiled somewhat the gigantic
proportions of Lookout Point, or the nose of Lookout, as it is sometimes
designated. While standing on the bank at the water's edge, peering though
the mist to get a better view of two Confederate soldiers on the opposite
shore, a heavy sound broke from the summit of Lookout Mountain, and a
shell went whizzing over into Hooker's camps. Pretty soon a battery
opened on what is called Moccasin Point, on the north side of the river, and
replied to Lookout. Later in the day Moccasin and Lookout got into an
angry discussion which lasted two hours. These two batteries have a special
spite at each other, and almost every day thunder away in the most terrible
manner. Lookout throws his missiles to high and Moccasin too low, so that
usually the only loss sustained by either side is in ammunition. Moccasin,
however, makes the biggest noise. The sound of his guns goes crashing
and echoing along the sides of Lookout in a way that must be particularly
gratifying to Moccasin's soul. I fear, however, that both these gigantic
gentlemen are deaf as adders, or they would not so delight in kicking up
such a hullabaloo.
The 34th Illinois Infantry moved into camp on Moccasin Bend during late October,
fmding Whitaker's brigade had kindly provided their bivouacs:
We were so fortunate as to have left for our use a well constructed camp of
log and pole cabins, recently vacated by other troops, which, after being
repaired and put in good condition, were the best quarters ever occupied by
the regiment during its whole term of service. The camp was located on the
west slope of the ridge called Moccasin Point. The top of the ridge was
only a few rods from our quarters ... (Payne 1902: 78)
The duties of the regiment were light, consisting only in picketing about a mile of
the riverbank, on the southern end of Moccasin Point (Payne 1902: 79).
Soldiers of the 34th Illinois remained on picket duty at the southern tip of Moccasin Bend
during the Battle of Lookout Mountain on Novermber 24th. The Union battery near their
camp began aggressive supporting fire as the Federal troops across the river swept the
Confederates from northern flanks of the mountain. On duty or off, the regiment gathered
at the foot of the Moccasin Bend to view the battle spread out across the mountainside:
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"Our whole camp remained outside of quarters long into the night, thrilled with the awful
glory of the spectacle" (Payne 1902: 86-87).
Still on picket duty, and somewhat miffed at being required to guard a position no
longer threatened, the 34th watched the Federal assault on Missionary Ridge the following
day. Late that night, the regiment was finally called out of camp for an advance on the
retreating Confederate army at Chickamauga Station, where it skirmished with the rebels
for their first hostile action in five months (Payne 1902: 91).
The 34th Illinois fmally returned to its camp on December 19th after marching
through the bitter cold.
The return to camp on Moccasin Point afforded an opportunity to secure a
degree of comfort to which we had been strangers for nearly a month. Our
quarters were the best we ever occupied, and rations and clothing were
more abundant than when we left camp, although not in full supply. Our
duties were such only as were required in camp, such as procureing a
supply of fuel, policing, roll-calls, and preventing our stick chimneys from
burning down. Our cabins were built in rows, company length, the front of
each facing the rear of the next, which made it convenient for each company
to give warning to the inmates of the next row of the impending danger by
fires, which frequently occurred (Payne 1902: 96).
The original enlistments of the soldiers of the 34th Illinois Infantry were expiring at this
time, but at least three hundred of the soldiers had re-enlisted before they struck their camp
on Moccasin Bend and were moved to Whiteside Station. Here they joined the 75th Illinois
and went into winter quarters, sited so as to guard a nearby railroad bridge (Payne 1902:
97).
Another account by a member of the 34th Illinois is that of Lyman S. Widney,
whose correspondence contains anecdotes concerning his regiment's camp on Moccasin
Bend.
We occupy Moccasin Point separated from the famous Lookout mountain
by the River.
The strip of land enclosed by the bend of the River is Moccasin Point. On
the lower extremity of this strip is our camp, near that of the 108th Ohio,
and two of our batteries.
Our batteries at this point and the Rebel guns on Lookout keep up an
irregular firing all day and occasionally at night.
To shoot into our camp, which is in plain view, their cannon would have to
be lowered to [sic] much at the muzzle, that the discharge would dismount
them (Widney 1863).
Widney recounted that the Rebel fire caused little damage, and that half of their own two
batteries are 12-pounder Parrot guns. As Hooker began his assault on Lookout Mountain
on the 24th, most of the 34th's brigade moved out, leaving that unit on picket duty at the
foot of the Bend and to protect three batteries now on the point. The Federal troops drove
the rebels from a series of entrenchments, with critical artillery support from the guns on
Moccasin Bend.
All of the Regt. not then on Picket, myself among that number, collected on
a hill a few rods west of camp, where was stationed one of our Batteries.
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Our battery had an excellent flanking fire on the grey line . . .
Thirteen guns from Moccasin Point dropped their missles of death around
that [Confederate] work . . . (Widney 1863)
The account by Widney variously mentions three batteries, nominally eighteen guns, and
then thirteen guns specifically.
For their part, the Confederate artillerists on Lookout Mountain gamely dueled with
the Federal guns on Moccasin Bend, but, despite the commanding view of the enemy,
experienced more frustration than success.
Our artillery was distributed about the lines, the station of my own battalion
being on Lookout Mountain, whence we threw shells over the enemy's
territory, and fought daily with a vicious little battery in Moccasin Bend,
almost directly under us. This battery had nearly buried itself in the ground
under high parapets, and fired up at us like a man shooting at a squirrel in a
tree. We propped our trails high up in the air to depress the muzzles, and
tried to mash our opponents into the earth with solid shot and percussionshells; but we never hurt them much, and when we left the mountain they
were still as lively as ever (Alexander 1888: 746).
Much of the Confederate ammunition was faulty. Shells that did fall within the Federal
camps most often simply plunged into the earth at near vertical angles and failed to expode
(Krick 1989: 221).
The Confederates also found that moving between Chattanooga Valley and Lookout
Valley was made hazardous by the guns on Moccasin Point. In reporting on the Federal
assault on Brown's Ferry, Lieutenant General James Longstreet complained:
The brigade could not be re-enforced, as the enemy's Moccasin batteries
commanded the only road across the mountain.
[T]he enemy's position was such that he could re-enforce from any point of
his lines in half an hour, while I could only re-enforce fom my nearest point
in about 3 hours. He would have the benefit of his artillery, and we could
not cross the mountain with ours (0. R., V. 31, Pt. 1, p. 217).
The military disposition of Moccasin Bend after the completion of the battles of
Chattanooga needs clarification. Moccasin Bend may have been occupied by Union troops
until the end of the war in 1865. The Union command was well aware of a potential
Confederate counter-offensive such as Hood's invasion of middle Tennessee and his attack
on Franklin and Nashville in late 1864. However, the identities and sizes of units possibly
stationed on Moccasin Bend have not been determined. The defense of Chattanooga in
1864-5 may have been accomplished by maintaining forces in strength at more remote
positions. In research for this report, no concrete references have been found in the OR's
or in any other written accounts concerning units being stationed on Moccasin Bend after
December, 1863.
Moccasin Bend in the Postbellum Era
Moccasin Bend remained largely undeveloped agricultural land until well into the
present century. Intrusions into the area were limited to power transmission lines and
paved roads until the 1950s when public entities acquired title to certain tracts of land.
Following the incorporation of Chickamauga-Chattanooga National Military Park in 1890,
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salient outlying segments of the Battles for Chattanooga were also recognized by the
returning veterans. In addition to monuments placed within the National Military Park,
monuments were placed in Lookout Valley and Missionary Ridge in Chattanooga. It was
perhaps a lack of funding that prevented outlying battle locations such as the Battlefield of
Wauhatchie, the Lookout Creek segment of the Battle of Lookout Mountain, and Billy Goat
Hill segment of the Battle of Missionary Ridge from being preserved at that time.
In 1950, the Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce proposed that 600 acres on
Moccasin Bend be incorporated by the National Park Service as an addition to the
Chickamauga-Chattanooga National Military Park. Congress passed a bill and it was
signed into legislation mandating the National Park Service to take Moccasin Bend by
donation from the state, city and county, and add it to the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park. Through an unfortunate series of political blunders, the incumbent
governor of Tennessee refused to issue the State's check as part of the purchase price. As
a result, the provisions of the 1950 act remain unfulfilled.
The heirs of Patrick Cobb sold their 390 acre parcel comprising the lower end of
Moccasin Bend to Thomas J. Lattner in 1876 (HCDB 29: 467-8). The Chattanooga
Company Limited, a real estate holding company, came into possession of most of
Moccasin Bend in the last quarter of the century, and in 1895, F. T. Hampton purchased
the Bend property from that company (HCDB 0[5]: 296-7). The Hampton heirs conveyed
this property to Anne L. Carter in 1954 (HCDB 1187: 314), who in turn sold a 368 acre
parcel comprising the southern tip of the bend to the State of Tennessee in 1958.
The land on Moccasin Bend was dedicated to public uses and some debate took
place concerning what constituted appropriate uses (Livingood 1981: 299). The Moccasin
Bend Psychiatric Hospital was constructed on the southern tip of the Bend in 1961,
resulting in the first major construction impacts to archaeological resources. At this time
doctor's residences were constructed on the east side of Moccasin Bend Road, and a small
house built after the turn of the century in Lilly Spring Hollow, and then in use as a barn,
was demolished. The rich agricultural lands in pasture along the river were soon engulfed
in secondary growth.
In 1963 portions of the southwest and southern tip of Moccasin Bend were dredged
to widen the navigation channel in the Tennessee River. The construction of Interstate
Highway 24 to Nashville along the northern flank of Lookout Mountain had impinged on
the thread of the stream, and the tip of the Bend was cut off to ease navigation around the
toe of the moccasin. Removed by dredging, the spoil, including aboriginal and possibly
historic materials, was deposited in a pad of river gravel spread over a twenty-acre area in
the interior of the Bend. in places, this spoil is up to twenty feet in depth. In this time
interval, the first relatively large-scale archaeological testing took place on the Bend
(Graham 1964). Unfortunately, intensive relic collection of Civil War sites and looting of
prehistoric sites was also occurring, steadily diminishing the integrity of the Bend's cultural
resources.
In the early 1980s, the Chattanooga-Hamilton County Regional Planning
Commission turned its attention to Moccasin Bend and the use of public lands. The
Moccasin Bend Task Force was formed, and had as its charge the development of policies
that would apply to future land use in that sensitive locality. The charter of the task force
was eventually to extend to an assessment of development throughout the river basin of
Hamilton County. As part of its operations, the Moccasin Bend Task Force commissioned
an inventory of archaeological and/or historical sites along the shores of the river (Evans
and Karhu 1985)
The systematic looting of Moccasin Bend and preliminary development plans
generated by the Moccasin Bend Task Force prompted the formation of a local group to
monitor and protect the cultural resources of that site. Since 1982, the Chattanooga
Regional Anthropological Association (CRAA) has been largely responsible for the
recording and protection of the archaeological sites on Moccasin Bend. McCollough and
Bass (1983) recorded and mapped the Civil War features on Stringers Ridge, and began a
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preliminary survey of the entire Bend. At that time over twenty prehistoric and historic
properties were recognized. M. C. R. McCollough, in conjunction with Nick Fielder,
Tennessee State Archaeologist, nominated the entire 955 acre tract as the Moccasin Bend
National Register District in 1983. In 1986, Moccasin Bend was nominated by the
Department of the Interior as a National Landmark largely as a result of CRAA's work
(McCollough et al. 1985). In 1993, the Civil War Roundtable of Chattanooga joined in the
preservation effort at Moccasin Bend. Two additional archaeological sites (40HA394,
40HA395) were added to the inventory of Civil War period sites in the complex of gun pits
and camp sites at the south end of Stringers Ridge known as "Fort Whitaker."
The Fort Whitaker Archaeological Complex
The recorded Civil War components of Fort Whitaker are shown in Figure 3, and
some of these sites also contain prehistoric components. Gun emplacements are delineated
as 40HA131, 40HA132, 40HA135, and 40HA137. Bivouac areas, delineated on the basis
of superficially-observable tent pads cut into the slopes of the hills, are numbered
40HA134, 40HA136, 40HA394, and 40HA395. Alexander (1993) has discussed in detail
the batteries believed to have been assigned to some of these positions, but the locations of
infantry camps remains vague. The survey parcel outlined in Figure 1 impinges on three
sites in the Fort Whitaker complex: 40HA395 (Lilly Spring Hollow Site), 40HA394
(Wilder Spring Hollow Site), and 40HA134. The bulk of site 40HA395 is included in the
study area, and all of the bivouac area 40HA134 is encompassed. Only the northern tip of
bivouac area 40HA394 is included in the survey parcel.
While the boundaries of the gun emplacements are relatively discrete, bivouac areas
are less well-defined and overlap somewhat. More will be said in reference to this point in
the concluding sections of the report.
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Figure 3. Recorded archaeological sites in the Fort Whitaker complex. Drawn from the
state site files of the Tennessee Division of Archaeology, Department of Environment and
Conservation.
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Research Design and Field Methods
The principal objective of a Phase 1 archaeological survey is site discovery; within a
specified tract of land, archaeological remains from prehistoric or historic periods are
inventoried in a presence or absence determination. Phase 1 survey is not intended to
measure the quality or quantity of archaeological remains at a locality, but rather to provide
baseline data for more qualitative assessments of research potential. Phase II secondary
testing techniques provide data for refming areal extent of sites, delineating the cultural
components present, determining the degree of integrity of the physical remains, and other
qualitative assessments. The overall objective of the survey and limited testing described
below was not to discover if sites were present, but rather to obtain a complete inventory of
resources within the project boundaries and evaluate the research potential of the resources.
In the case of the Moccasin Bend project area, the project boundaries encroached on
three recorded archaeological sites listed with the Tennessee Division of Archaeology:
40HA134, 40HA394 and 40HA395 (see Figure 3, above). The areal extent of sites 394
and 395, and the cultural components on these sites, had been determined without surface
collection or sub-surface testing. All three sites, however, displayed superficial evidence
of gun emplacements or probable bivouac pads, and the supporting documentary evidence
confirmed that the three sites were associated with the Fort Whitaker complex occupied by
Federal artillery batteries and support infantry units in October and November, 1863. The
boundaries and cultural components of prehistoric sites in the project area were not well
described in the state site file forms; no collections were made or testing programs carried
out. The presence of prehistoric components on all three affected sites was inferred.
In planning the field techniques to be employed in the survey, cognizance was taken
of the need to test both for historic and prehistoric occupations. The field techniques used
to determine the archaeological significance of the amphitheater tract ran the gamut of
survey methods and included the limited application of secondary testing techniques.
These techniques are briefly discussed below, and later in greater detail as applied to the
study parcel.
A pedestrian survey consists of field personnel physically traversing the target tract
in a systematic manner, observing any bare ground for artifacts exposed by erosion or
weathering. In the case of the Moccasin Bend survey, the pedestrian survey would also
seek out, catalog and map any surface anomalies resulting from Civil War or other historic
activities on the site. An anomaly is any area of landscape displaying altered contours. If
altered by a human agency, the anomaly is an immovable cultural artifact or feature.
Therefore, old road beds, gun emplacements, rifle pits and tent pads would also be
recorded as features on the basis of their form and apparent function.
Since much of the site was covered by heavy vegetation, or buried by alluvium, a
systematic sub-surface excavation strategy was employed. In the floodplain, a power
auger would penetrate the alluvium to depths over a meter and generate unconsolidated
soils that could be quickly screened for artifact recovery. Dug on a systematic grid, the
auger holes would yield a frequency distribution map of artifacts in the shallow sub-surface
range. To check at greater depth, but without disturbing large areas of the floodplain, a
series of deep trenches up to two meters in depth were to be excavated by backhoe. The
geomorphology of the floodplain, and any evidence of prehistoric settlements buried by
alluvial accumulations, would be documented.
The shallow soils of the meadow and ravine floors within Stringers Ridge were in
proximity to historic period features and would be systematically tested by small
excavations or test pits placed at regular intervals in all accessible areas of the site with
relatively flat topography. While upland areas of the project would not receive sub-surface
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testing, the steepness of most of these areas would significantly reduce the probability of all
but ephemeral human habitations. As part of the field recording process, a professional
land survey would be made, documenting with precision the location of test units of all
types and any visible cultural features.
The research methods discussed above in general terms are summarized below in
detail. For purposes of describing the location of anomalies and other natural or cultural
features, the principal hills in the project area were given alphabetic designations, beginning
with the northern-most ridge, Hill A, and continuing clockwise to Hill F along the western
margins of the property. These gross divisions, and most of the test units and recorded
features, are shown in Figure 4.
Pedestrian Survey and Surface Collection
Conventional survey techniques such as surface collection had limited utility given
the high degree of ground cover over much of the project area. In the ridge portions of the
tract, dense leaf litter obscured the ground surface except along drainage lines between
ridges. In the open meadow near the hospital residence off Moccasin Bend Road, the
ground was totally obscured by high grasses. In the floodplain, dense secondary growth
and/or pasture grasses limited surface visibility. Surface collections of the eroding
riverbank along the floodplain were productive, however, only one artifact was recovered
from a possible bivouac pad during clearing of the surface anomaly.
Scatters of modern, mid-20th century debris associated with a housesite at the
southwest corner of Hill A were present over a wide area, namely the west and south
slopes of Hill A, and the ravine floor between Hills A , B and F. No effort was made to
sample or recover visible items from this late occupation. Artifacts recovered from all
surface contexts are summarized in Table 1.
Systematic Auger Coring
The floodplain portion of the project area consists of an area of relatively flat terrain
measuring roughly 120m (400') east-west, and from 70m (230') to 125m (420') northsouth. A 25m -interval grid was transit surveyed over the floodplain and oriented
perpendicular to the modern riverbank, yielding a grid axis five degrees west of north
(magnetic). The laying of this grid demanded the clearing of over 400m of transects
through dense brush. To distinguish this floodplain grid from that established for the 50cm
test pits on a magnetic north grid, grid points were designated using a north and west
coordinate system from an imaginary datum point south and east of the floodplain. One
stake location was shifted five meters to avoid placement in deep standing water. Auger
test holes were typically dug within one meter of the survey stake which was left in place
for future reference.
The gasoline-driven power auger employed a bit 1.0' in diameter. A plastic apron
was pinned to the ground surrounding the auger location to capture the spoil dirt expelled
from the core hole. This fill was screened back into the auger hole through 1/2" hardware
cloth to standardize artifact recovery. The depth of each core was recorded and any
apparent stratigraphy noted prior to screening. The final depth of the core was practically
limited to 1.5m, the depth of flighting on the core bit and its extension, but in practice the
auger bit usually stalled (did not continue cutting and expelling spoil) below a depth of
1.2m. Large rocks in the path of the auger core or unusually dense clay subsoils could also
retard or halt the progress of the coring. It was not uncommon to encounter the elevated
water table before the bottom of the core. In all, twenty-three auger test locations were
staked within the floodplain area of the project, and auger tests were accomplished at each
location (see Figure 5).
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Figure 4. Plan of excavations and surface anomalies, Moccasin Bend Amphitheater Survey. Based on field survey by Sherrill
Engineering; contours from Chattanooga Flood Control sheets, T.V.A.

Table 1. Artifact classifications and frequencies, surface collections.
Field Specimen No. Location

Artifact Type

Count

Weight

1

Road cut between Hills
A and B, from crest east

flint, utilized/retouched flake

1

3. 8g

69

Riverbank between 100N
and 125N

flint, projectile point, Dallas Excurvate type

1

1.9g

II

flint, small bifacial scraper
flint, debitage
flint, cortical flake
flint, utilized or retouched flake

1
1
1
1

7.9g
1.2g
5.1g
2 . 8g

Riverbank between 125N
and 150N

flint, utilized or retouched flakes

4

6.6g

Feature 35 associated

iron, file or strap hinge arm (broken)

1

242.2g

II
II
II

II

II

II

70
135

Figure 5. Plan of excavations, floodplain tract.

The chief virtue of the auger testing was that it yielded data on the frequency
distribution of artifacts in the floodplain. On the negative side, the high density of the
alluvial soils and the grinding effect of the auger bit undoubtedly tended to fracture artifacts
intercepted in the core. The presence or absence of well-developed anthroposols
[culturally-altered soils] was, however, observable.
Fire-cracked rock, indicative of aboriginal camping and food preparation activities,
was widely distributed throughout the floodplain area (see Table 2). Eight of the twentythree auger test locations yielded heat-reddened and shattered quartz, quartzite, sandstone,
and other rock fragments. Two fragments of limestone-tempered plain pottery were
recovered from the auger test at 125N/125W, and a flint flake tool was recovered from the
test at 150N/125W. Possible fragments of clay daub, indicative of aboriginal wattle-anddaub structures, were widely distributed throughout the floodplain, but not all of these
fragments clearly showed impressions of reeds or canes; some may be from clay hearths.
Complicating the identification of daub was the presence of natural sandstone and clay
debris of geological origin. Possible daub fragments designated "daub (?)" in the artifact
tables (Table 2) may also have resulted from non-cultural processes, namely natural fires.
One auger test at 175N/100W did, however, contain unmistakable fragments of daub.
Modern glass fragments were noted in two units.
Backhoe Trenching in the Floodplain
In order to observe the alluvial stratigraphy of the floodplain and to search for
deeply-buried cultural components, backhoe search trenches were excavated along the
125N line of auger tests. The trenching was conducted along a line roughly one meter north
of the 125N stake line in alternate 5m sections thereby reducing the threat of collapse in
long open sections of trench. Some of the trenches along this line were relocated or
reoriented to avoid impacting clusters of large trees or to avoid trenching through flowing
drainage ditches. Trenches were given alphabetic designations in order of excavation, and
unprovenienced artifacts recovered from the spoil were collected as field specimens.
Artifacts recovered during the trenching are summarized in Table 3. In each 5m trench a
50cm-wide profile was cleaned by hand and the soil strata recorded and described as
detailed below. Representative profiles were photographed.
The main trenchline, consisting of Trenches A through L, provided a lateral section
across the floodplain and generated data for a reconstruction of the alluvial stratigraphy.
Trenches M and N were sited to test the alluvial deposits on the north end of the floodplain
and were placed opportunistically. No well-developed aboriginal middens were
encountered in the trenching of the floodplain, but diffuse cultural material was present.
No human interments were disturbed or exposed during the trenching.
Trench 0 was placed opportunistically in a clearing within the isolated triangular
parcel on the west side of Moccasin Bend Road. No effort was made to precisely map the
location of the unit, but it was placed roughly 20m west of the highway right-of-way at a
point midway between the north and south boundary lines of the triangle. A deposit of
river gravel and pebbles deposited as dredge ballast at this location in the 1960s was
exposed to a depth of roughly two meters at which depth the excavation walls were no
longer stable. The local water table was encountered at 80cm below surface, and the
unconsolidated nature of the gravel deposit prevented deeper penetration.
Buried cultural resources in this location are protected by the deep layer of gravels,
but remain uninventoried due to the unstable overburden and the elevated water table. Only
intensive dewatering techniques in combination with deep machine excavation can sample
archaeological deposits in this area of the project.
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Table 2. Artifact classifications and frequencies, auger testing, floodplain.
Field Specimen No. Grid Coordinates
63
64
65
66
67
68
68
71
72
73
73
74
74
76
76
75
77
78
78
78
79
79
79
* not cultural material

100N 100W
100N 125W
100N 150W
100N 175W
100N 200W
125N 200W
125N 200W
125N 175W
125N 150W
125N 125W
125N 125W
125N 100W
125N 100W
150N 125W
150N 125W
150N 100W
150N 150W
150N 175W
150N 175W
150N 175W
150N 200W
150N 200W
150N 200W

Artifact Type
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
daub (?) fragment
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragments*
sandstone fragments*
limestone fragment*
quartz or quartzite fragment*
no artifacts found
limestone-tempered plain pottery
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragments*
fire-cracked rock
flint projectile point/knife
no artifacts found
daub (?) fragment
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragment*
mineral concretions*
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragments*
chert fragment*

Count

Weight

1
1
3
10
1
1

1.5g
15.9g
9.3g
65.8g
2.6g
8.4g

2
2
9
4
5
1

1.8g
8.0g
58.1g
5.0g
124.4g
6.2g

1
1
1
2
1
3
1

0.6g
40.5g
58.3g
3.0g
8.0g
5.7g
1.1g

Table 2. Artifact classifications and frequencies, auger testing, floodplain (continued).
Field Specimen No. Grid Coordinates
80
80
80
81
81
82
83
84
84
85
85
85
86
87
* not cultural material

175N 200W
175N 200W
175N 200W
175N 100W
175N 100W
175N 125W
175N 150W
175N 175W
175N 175W
200N 200W
200N 200W
200N 200W
200N 180W
200N 150W

Artifact Type
clear bottle glass
daub (?) fragment
limestone fragments*
daub fragments
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
chert fragment*
daub (?) fragment
limestone fragments*
sandstone fragments*
daub (?) fragments
sandstone fragment *
clear bottle glass

Count

Weight

23
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
6
4
3
1
1

73.0g
3.2g
7.1g
6.3 g
8.4g
21.0g
67.2g
1.6g
2.0g
3.3g
13.4g
7.7g
1.0g
0.7g

Table 3. Artifact classifications and frequencies, backhoe trenching.
Field Specimen No. Location
110
111
111
112
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
121
121
122
122
123
124
* not cultural material

Trench A 125N 90-95W
Trench B 125N 100-105W
Trench B 125N 100-105W
Trench C 125N 110-115W
Trench C 125N 110-115W
Trench D 125N 120-125W
Trench E 125N 130-135W
Trench F 125N 140-145W
Trench G 125N 150-155W
Trench H 125N 160-165W
Trench I 125N 175-180W
Trench J 125N 185-190W
Trench K OFF GRID
Trench L 125N 195-200W
Trench L 125N 195-200W
Trench L 125N 195-200W
Trench M OFF GRID
Trench M OFF GRID
Trench N 200N 185-190W
Trench 0 OFF GRID

Artifact Type
no artifacts found
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragment*
fire-cracked rock
daub (?) fragment
quartz flake*
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
fire-cracked rock
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
fire-cracked rock
sandstone fragments*
hematite iron ore
fire-cracked rock
cortical flint flake
quartz or quartzite rock*
no artifacts found

Count

Weight

1
1
16
1
1
1
1

8.9g
1.2g
720.4g
4.9g
0.2g
42.6g
88.1g

1

231.9g

3
2
1
3
1
1

584.5g
42.8g
4.1g
266.7g
26.9g
37.4g

Analysis of the Geomorphology of the Floodplain
The following is a description of the soils and formations encountered on the
floodplain portion of the project tract. Brackenridge's (1984) models of soils and terrace
formation have been the basis for this study. His work has defined the following series of
four Holocene lithostratigraphic alluvial formations that will be used in the analysis of the
Moccasin Bend floodplain. The T-2, Cheek Bend Formation, is a massive yellow brown
mottled clay deposited during the late Pleistocene. The T-la, Cannon Bend Formation, is a
massive dark yellowish brown silty clay loam deposited during the early Holocene. The Tlb, Leftwich Formation, is a massive reddish brown to dark brown silty loam to clay loam.
No manganese concretions or significant ped structures are present. The T-0, Sowell Mill
Formation, began deposition during the early 1800s. An earlier member of the T-0
formation may be present elsewhere in the Tennessee Valley (Alexander 1991, 1993;
Mahaffey 1982).
The soils have been mapped as Staser silt loam on the floodplain by Jackson
(1982). This designation implies a late Holocene formation. However, backhoe trench
excavation has revealed a complex series of cut and fill episodes which date to the late
Pleistocene or early Holocene period.
Fieldwork consisted of cutting a series of twelve backhoe trenches across the
floodplain. Each trench was approximately 5m long and 1.5 - 2m deep. The trenches were
stepped at each end to stop sidewall collapse. A 5m gap was also left between each trench
as a further conservation effort and prohibit a potential trench collapse. The sampling
procedure maximized the information gained for archaeological and geomorphological
purposes.
The trench walls were scraped with trowels to locate and identify major
lithostratigraphic units as well as any cultural material present in the soil profile. Pedologic
features were located by roughing out a 50cm-wide column. The lithostratigraphy was
mapped and interpreted for each trench on the basis of color, texture, sedimentary and
pedologic structure. Preliminary soil texture evaluations were made by "field sampling"
and no laboratory sedimentary analysis was conducted. Comparison with other trenches
resulted in a preliminary description of the Holocene terrace development. Figure 6
illustrates the schematic profile of alluvial deposits in the floodplain. Figure 7 illustrates
three representative soil columns from the floodplain profiles.
Summary of Holocene Fluvial Geomorphology
The T-2 Cheek Bend formation was observed in the 125N trench from 150W to
200W. This formation consists of a massive yellow brown clay loam with manganese
concretions and a well-developed ped structure. A distinctive stratigraphic disconformity at
180W to 170W at 60cm below the surface was observed. The overlying A-horizon soils
are part of the T-1 and T-0 formations, which progressively decreased in thickness to the
west, at the base of the bedrock outcrops. At Backhoe Trench K the A-Horizon soil was
comprised of recent colluvial deposits and small pebbles. Below this was a yellow brown
A-Horizon soil up to 30cm thick. The Cheek Bend formation was truncated by erosion and
lateral meandering of the Tennessee River, and these later formations are overlaying the T-2
formations. The foreslope of the Cheek Bend formation dives between 170W and 150W.
This marks the location of a former river channel or overflow slough that removed an
unknown amount of soil from the Cheek Bend formation. The absence of an early
Holocene Cannon Bend formation deposit in the 125N trench suggests that this slough was
active during the Hypsithermal period, from approximately 5000 B.C. to 3000 B.C. The
later deposits post-date this profile truncation.
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Figure 6. Schematic profile of alluvial deposits, floodplain area, 125N gridline.
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Figure 7. Representative 50cm-wide soil columns, floodplain area.

Fire-cracked rock and a possible hearth were observed during the excavation of
Trench 1 at 30-50cm below surface. The feature rested on the yellow brown T-2 soil, and
this material was likely associated with the late Archaic component that was recovered in
the Leftwich formation observed in the 125N trenchline between 140W and 125W.
No early Holocene lithostratigraphic deposits were observed during the mapping of
the 125N trenchline. The Cannon Bend formation was likely destroyed by the
Hypsithermal climatic amelioration that resulted in extensive meandering by the Tennessee
River. However, surface observations upstream of the project area indicate that a wider
floodplain with a Cannon Bend formation deposit may be present.
Within the stratigraphic profiles examined on the 125N trenchline between 90W190W four lithostratigraphic units were observed. These will be discussed in
chronological order of deposition. These formations represent periods of floodplain
stability and soil formation on the riverbank. Approximate dates for this floodplain
development are also provided.
The T-1 bl, Leftwich lower member, was located within the 125N trench from
100W to 150W. This unit was encountered from 100-120cm below the surface. It was
separated from the upper units by a stratigraphic disconformity. This unit consists of three
stratigraphic facies; the upper stratum is an A/B Horizon up to 20cm thick. The lower two
strata consist of illuviated B horizon soils. The backhoe trench excavations were generally
stopped at 2m and the bottom contact of this stratum was not encountered. Minor amounts
of scattered fire-cracked rock were observed, but no features or culturally diagnostic
material were observed. Date estimates for this deposit range from approximately 4500
B.C. to 200 B.C.
The T-1b2 Leftwich upper member is exposed in the trench interval from 90W to
190W. It consists of two to four A-Horizon soils exposed in the backhoe trenches. This
lithostratigraphic unit ranges from 50-60cm thick. The bottom contact with the T-lbl
Lower Leftwich facies is marked by a distinctive profile truncation observed across the
entire levee cross-section. Extensive cultural deposits, primarily composed of fire-cracked
rock and charcoal, were observed during the profile descriptions. However, no artifacts or
culturally-diagnostic materials were recovered during the testing program. On the basis of
the stratigraphy and recovery of dated material elsewhere in the Tennessee River basin,
cited earlier, a late Archaic cultural association is likely for this unit. It dates from
approximately 2000 B.C. to 500 B.C.
The T-1b3 unit is composed of two A-Horizon soils which ranged in thickness
from 30cm to 35cm. These two strata are part of the Upper Leftwich formation which
dates to approximately 500 B.C. to A.D. 1200. Little cultural material was observed in the
backhoe trench profiles examined. However, the screened auger testing conducted on the
floodplain has recovered flaked chert artifacts, limestone-tempered ceramics, fire-cracked
rock, and daub fragments.
Stratigraphically, the Upper Leftwich and Lower Leftwich members are
superimposed directly on top of the other and no lateral shift toward the active riverbank
was observed. However, approximately 500m upstream from the project area a horizontal
separation of the Leftwich formation with distinct levee crests was observed.
The plowzone/stratum 1 consists of a fine sandy soil ranging from 25cm to 35cm
deep. This is part of the T-0, Sowell Mill formation which has been historically deposited
as a blanket across the entire river levee.
The topographic dip between the T-0 Sowell Mill formation and the Leftwich (T1b) riverine levees is prominently displayed in Figure 6 at 90W. Extensive slumping on
the active riverbank occurred earlier this spring with the high-water floods. Minor amounts
of fire-cracked rock were observed on this slumped surface. This material was likely
eroded from the earlier late Archaic settlement and was redeposited in the Sowell Mill
formation. The transition between the two formations is also evident in the backhoe trench
profiles as a change in particle size between fine sandy loam and a silty or clay loam. The
Sowell Mill formation continues as a sandy loam soil mantle across the entire river levee
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examined. In the area of 150W to 170W the T-0 formation filled an existing slough to a
depth of 35cm below surface. A coal clinker fragment was mapped at the contact with the
lower stratum at 125N 162.5W. This postdates the early historic settlement in the area.
Backhoe trenches M and N were located approximately 75m upstream from the
125N trench line. These were located on the northern edge of the project area to sample the
T-lb and earlier formations at an upstream location. The soil profile at Trench M contained
a larger percentage of sandy loam soils and the stratum were thicker and more massive than
observed in the 125N trenchline. Cultural material was observed at a similar depth below
the surface when compared to the Leftwich formation soils at 125N. Backhoe Trench N
was excavated to sample the Cannon Bend or Cheek Bend formation at the rear of the
Holocene floodplain. The trench immediately filled with water and was only minimally
observed. The yellow brown soil with manganese concretions was identifiable as a unit of
the Cheek Bend Formation.
A discussion of the longitudinal cross-section of the river levee sampled by the
125N backhoe trenchline is required to place the proceeding analysis within a systematic
perspective. The entire river levee on the east side of Moccasin Bend is 1.3km long and a
maximum width of 250m. The erosion resistant Fort Payne formations which make up
Stringers Ridge have restricted the westward meandering of the Tennessee River on the
eastern side of Moccasin Bend. A bench of late Pleistocene Cheek Bend formation
deposits may be present at the base of the Mississippian bedrock outcrops along the entire
overflow chute. Upstream from the project area, at river mile 462.8, a Tennessee River
meander has created an overflow chute and slough. This slough is evident on the
topographic maps at the foot of the bedrock outcrops forming the western side of the
present river levee. This channel has been cross-sectioned in the 125N trench between
140W and 180W. The channel has been filled in with post-Hypsithermal age deposits.
The lower end of the overflow chute is present approximately 400m downstream from the
125N transect, where the bedrock outcrops restrict the overflow channel. Superficial
observations suggest the channel mouth has been filled in with sandy loam from the Sowell
Mill formation.
This floodplain deposit in the area investigated is primarily composed of the
Leftwich formation, although remnants of the Cannon Bend formation may be present
upstream from the project area. Models of fluvial deposition and river levee development
indicate that the sandy loam soils will be deposited on the top and foreslope of the
lacustrine deposits, and the clay soil will be deposited in the slower water backslopes and
downstream end of the landform. The sandy loam soils preferred for prehistoric settlement
and horticulture are readily available on this river levee.
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Systematic 50cm Test Pits
In order to obtain frequency distribution data on prehistoric and historic occupations
occurring on the relatively shallow soils outside the floodplain, a program of
systematically-spaced, hand-excavated test pitting was implemented. This testing was
confined to level or gently sloping terrain, and was not extended to sample the moderate or
steeply-sloped uplands of Stringers Ridge.
A 25m-interval coordinate grid was established over all of the accessible, relatively
flat terrain including the meadow along Moccasin Bend Road and extending into the ravine
floor between Hills B, C and D on the east and Hills E and F on the west. An imaginary
datum point was established north and west of the project area, yielding a grid with south
and east coordinates. Grid north corresponded with magnetic north, although the local
geology may have slightly altered compass readings of that axis.
In addition to the units in the main grid, three 50cm test pits were excavated on the
relatively flat benches situated along the western margins of the floodplain and at the base
of the eastern slopes of Hills A, B, and C.
Hand-excavated test pits 50cm square were placed at or near each 25m grid
intersection. Fills were screened through one-quarter inch mesh hardware cloth for
standardized artifact recovery. Excavation proceeded by natural soil strata with from one to
four soil horizons being recognized. Relevant data were recorded on a 50cm Test Pit Data
Form. Materials recovered from the test pits are recorded in Table 4.
Cultural debris from the 20th-century occupation at the western entrance to "Lilly
Hollow" was spread over a wide area and concentrated in the meadow off Moccasin Bend
Road and at the north end of the hollow within Stringers Ridge. Artifact frequencies
diminished toward the southern end of the hollow. A concentration of mid-19th century
domestic debris was present just inside the western entrance of the hollow, south of Hill A
and between Hills B and F. The significance of this concentration is discussed later in this
report. No diagnostic military artifacts from the Civil War period were recovered in the
50cm tests.
Prehistoric artifacts were recovered in the 50cm test pitting, but the items recovered
were restricted to flint tools, projectile points, and miscellaneous debitage. No pottery was
recovered, and the overall low frequencies suggest only ephemeral activities such as
hunting were taking place outside the floodplain area of the project.
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Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits.

Field Specimen No.

-4

-.1

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
* not cultural material

Grid Coordinates
200S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
225S 300E
300S 300E
300S 300E
275S 300E
275S 300E
275S 300E
275S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
250S 300E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E

Provenience
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A

Artifact Type
no artifacts found
undecorated whiteware
brown bottle glass
clear bottle glass
alkaline-glazed stoneware
shoe leather fragments
utilized/retouched flint flake
white polystyrene plastic
miscellaneous rock*
quartz flake*
no artifacts found
clear bottle glass
brown bottle glass
rubber fragment
coal fragment
milk glass (white opaque)
brown bottle glass
clear bottle glass
pale green bottle glass
graphite battery core
square cut nail
plastic fragment
coal fragment
miscellaneous rock*
cord (fiber, twilled)
undecorated whiteware
salt-glazed stoneware
brown bottle glass
clear bottle glass
clear melted glass
pale green bottle glass

Count

Weight

2
1
2
1
3
1
3
3
1

1.4g
0.7g
5.1g
9.6g
12.5g
1.0g
0.4g
3.5g
0.7g

5
2
1
1
2
5
29
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
4
10
1
1

7.2g
1.9g
0.4g
0.2g
11.9g
5.1g
44.3g
1.2g
2.9g
4.5g
1.0g
1.0g
2.3g
0.9g
1.6g
21.4g
4.5g
44.0g
9.9g
6.0g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test

Field Specimen No.

-P
co

9
9
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
* not cultural material

Grid Coordinates
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 250E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275S
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E

Provenience
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A

Pits (continued).
Artifact Type
wire nail fragments
unid. ferrous
charcoal fragments
quartz fragment*
limestone fragments*
undecorated whiteware
cobalt blue exterior porcelain
slip-glazed earthenware
undecorated redware
clear bottle glass
pale green bottle glass
brown bottle glass
blue bottle glass
window pane glass
plastic/bakelite fragments
perforated lead disk
pencil top/eraser
green plastic
metal/ ceramic tube
copper wire
mortar fragments
unid. bone fragment
coal fragments
coke fragments
hematite fragment
coal clinker
iron bar stock
horseshoe fragment
bail handle, ferrous
ferrous wire
wire nail fragments
ferrous sheet scrap

Count

Weight

160
125
8
1
5
5
1
1
2
12
1
3
1
7
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
11
8
1
1
1
1
1
7
13
1

485.8g
113.7g
4.4g
6.4g
13.5g
7.7g
1.1g
15.7g
6.1g
14.3g
0.9g
2.9g
2.8g
9.7g
2.4g
24.4g
1.6g
0.7g
1.6g
5.3g
12.5g
0.9g
26.5g
13.9g
2.1g
7.2g
52.3g
116.3g
5.1g
24.9g
69.2g
5.1g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies. 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No.

-P
1/4.0

10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Grid Coordinates
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
300S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
275S 275E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E

Provenience
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B

Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B

Artifact Type
clear bottle glass
burned clear glass
ferrous conglomerate
coal clinker / furnace glass
limestone fragment*
undecorated whiteware
brown bottle glass
clear bottle glass
burned clear glass
wire nails
unid. nail fragments
ferrous wire fragment
coal fragments
coke fragments
undecorated whiteware
clear bottle glass
unid. nail fragment
.22 cal. lead bullet
rubber bushing
rubber fragments
coal fragments
coke fragments
charcoal fragments
undecorated whiteware
clear bottle glass
pale green bottle glass
plastic handle (cup)
red rubber fragments
black rubber fragments
coal fragments
coke fragments
burned shell fragment
shoe leather

Count
2
1
1
1
1
3
9
16
1
2
2
1
24
5
4
2
1
1
1
2
7
9
2
1
7
1
1
5
2
2
7
1
1

Weight
2.4g
0.7g
4.0g
1.5g
4.3g
17.4g
13.7g
40.0g
0.4g
7.9g
2.5g
0.5g
14.4g
3.0g
5.0g
12.7g
1.5g
2.6g
10.7g
2.0g
9.0g
18.5g
0.2g
1.1g
6.4g
1.9g
2.0g
0.8g
1.2g
8.1g
8.4g
0.1g
9.7g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No.

(A
o

13
13
13
13
13
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
17
18
18
18
18
18
*not cultural material

Grid Coordinates
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 225E
275S 250E
2755 250E
275S 250E
2755 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
275S 250E
300S 225E
300S 225E
300S 200E
300S 200E
300S 200E
300S 200E
300S 200E

Provenience
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C
Zone C

Zone D
Zone A ext.
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A

Artifact Type
brick fragment
iron, storage drum cap
unid. nail fragments
ferrous rod stock
miscellaneous iron scrap
flowing blue whiteware
clear bottle glass
pale green bottle glass
wire nail fragments
miscellaneous ferrous scrap
black rubber fragment
flint debitage
limestone fragments*
hand-painted polychrome whiteware
undecorated whiteware
undecorated, molded porcelain
unglazed redware
brown bottle glass
clear to pale green bottle glass
burned (white) glass
square machine cut nails
unid. mammal bone
charcoal fragments
limestone fragments*
no artifacts found
enameled metal coffee pot
brown bottle glass
clear bottle glass
unid. ferrous fragments
charcoal fragments
utilized/retouched flint flake

Count

Weight

1
1
7
4
17
1
3
1
11
14
1
1
6
1
2
1
2
3
13
1
2
1
6
4

95.7g
48.5g
49.5g
97.9g
14.4g
1.4g
14.7g
1.3g
64.0g
23.7g
0.1g
0.8g
20.5g
1.6g
11.5g
4.4g
27.8g
4.7g
9.9g
0.5g
3.0g
2.0g
1.7g
3.8g

16
4
3
15
2
1

424.3g
12.5g
5.5 g
60.1g
7.1g
1.5g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No. Grid Coordinates
18
19
19
19
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
22
23
23
23
23
24
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
*not cultural material

300S 200E
325S 200E
325S 200E
325S 200E
325E 200E
275S 200E
275S 200E
2755 200E
275S 200E
275S 200E
275S 200E
275S 200E
275S 200E
200S 200E
200S 225E
200S 225E
200S 225E
200S 225E
200S 250E
200S 275E
225S 275E
225S 275E
225S 275E
2255 275E
225S 275E
225S 275E
225S 275E
225S 275E
250S 275E
250S 275E
250S 275E
250S 275E

Provenience Artifact Type
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B

Zone A

limestone fragments*
clear bottle glass
coal fragments
limestone fragments*
no artifacts found
undecorated whiteware
undecorated porcelain
unid. iron scrap
.22 caliber cartridge
coal/shale fragments
coal clinker
chalk fragment
river pebble*
coal/coal shale fragments
ferrous wire
clear bottle glass
pale green bottle glass
coal fragment
no artifacts found
clear bottle glass
clear bottle glass
clear tumbler base
clear glass, burned
coal fragment
coke fragments
charcoal fragment
coal clinker
flint debitage
clear bottle glass
burned clear glass
sheet iron scrap
flint flake

Count

Weight

4
3
4
2

3.6g
7.2g
5.0g
2.0g

2
1
1
1
5
9
1
1
16
2
1
1
1

1.3g
0.7g
1.1g
0.5g
1.9g
26.5g
0.7g
202.7g
8.2g
9.7g
0.4g
1.2g
0.5g

1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
3
1

2.6g
3.5g
4.6g
0.5g
0.3g
0.5g
0.1g
1.4g
0.1g
2.9g
0.7g
29.8g
0.5g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No.

ul
N

27
28
28
28
28
29
30
30
30
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
37
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
38
38
39
39
39
40
40
40
* not cultural material

Grid Coordinates

Provenience

250S 275E
Zone A
250S 325E
Zone A
250S 325E
Zone A
250S 325E
Zone A
250S 325E
Zone B
250S 325E
Zone A
225S 325E
Zone A
225S 325E
Zone A
225S 325E
Zone A
225S 325E
Zone B
225S 325E
200S 325E
Zone A
275S 325E
Zone B
275S 325E
300S 325EZone A
Zone A
300S 325E
Zone B
300S 325E
Zone A
325S 325E
ZoneA
325S 325E
ZoneA
325S 325E
325S 325EZone A
Zone A
325S 325E
325S 325EZone A
Zone A
325S 325E
Zone A
325S 325E
Zone A
350S 325E
Zone A
350S 325E
350S 325EZone B
Zone B
350S 325E
Zone B
350S 325E
350S 350E
350S 350E
350S 350E

Artifact Type
sandstone fragment*
undecorated ironstone
aqua glass
double-strand barbed wire
limestone fragment*
no artifacts found
clear bottle glass
dark green bottle glass
wire nail fragments
unid. nail fragments
undecorated whiteware
no artifacts found
dark green bottle glass
no artifacts found
clear bottle glass
square cut nails
no artifacts found
undecorated pearlware
undecorated whiteware
brown bottle glass, embossed
green bottle glass
pale green bottle glass, embossed
clear bottle glass
unid. nail fragment
unid. organic (?) object
clear bottle glass
unid. nail (?) fragment, ferrous
unid. nail fragments
charcoal fragments
limestone fragments*
clear bottle glass
brown bottle glass
pale green bottle glass

Count

Weight

1
1
1
7
2

2.4g
4.0g
0.5g
32.0g
1.5g

3
1
2
3
1

13.6g
98.6g
4.4g
7.4g
1.2g

1

2.5g

2
2

3.1g
7.3g

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
3
2
17
7
1

2.1g
0.4g
0.3g
0.4g
1.2g
0.6g
1.9g
2.6g
6.4g
1.0g
9.0g
0.8g
3129.0
9g
6.3g
0.4g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No.

cm
w

40
40
40
40
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
42
43
43
43
44
45
45
46
46
46
46
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
*not cultural material

Grid Coordinates
350S 350E
350S 350E
350S 350E
350S 350E
350S 350E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
350S 375E
325S 400E
350S 400E
350S 400E
350S 400E
375S 375E
3755 375E
375S 375E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E
375S 350E

Provenience

Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone B
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B
Zone B

Artifact Type
burned clear glass
clear lamp globe glass
hand-painted polychrome whiteware
miscellaneous iron scrap
coal fragments
undecorated whiteware
blue sponged whiteware
hand-painted polychrome whiteware
annular yellowware
pale green bottle glass
unid. nail fragments
unid. mammal tooth
wood fragment
sandstone fragments*
no artifacts found
peariware
clear bottle glass
clay fragment
flint projectile point/knife, reworked
square nail
charcoal fragment
clear bottle glass
unid. nail fragment
sandstone fragments*
limestone fragments*
undecorated whiteware
undecorated pearlware
brown Rockingham-style yellowware
clear/pale green bottle glass
4-hole milk-glass button
square nail (?) fragment, iron
sandstone fragments*

Count

Weight

1
1
1
5
3
12
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
10

0.3g
0.1g
0.3g
17.2g
1.3g
8.5g
1.0g
0.7g
8.6g
0.5g
2.2g
11.7g
1.2g
23.4g

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
3

8.9g
0.5g
0.3g
1.3g
5.2g
0.1g
1.3g
0.6g
5.5g
3.6g
13.4g
5.8g
4.5g
1.2g
0.8g
1.2g
2.1g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test Pits (continued).

Field Specimen No.

cm
4

48
49
47
50
51
52
53
53
54
55
57
56
56
58
59
62
60
61
88
91
89
90
92
94
93
95
96
97
98
98
99
100
*not cultural material

Grid Coordinates
375S 350E
375S 350E
400S 375E
400S 375E
400S 350E
400S 350E
4255 350E
425S 350E
425S 350E
450S 350E
450S 350E
475S 350E
475S 350E
475S 350E
450S 375E
450S 375E
475 S 400E
475S 400E
500S 400E
500S 400E
525S 400E
525S 400E
550S 425E
550S 425E
500S 425E
500S 425E
525S 425E
525S 425E
475S 425E
475S 425E
475S 425E
475S 425E

Provenience
Zone B
Zone C
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone A
Zone B
Zone C

ArtifactType
chert fragment*
undecorated whiteware
sandstone fragments*
no artifacts found
limestone fragments*
no artifacts found
quartz fragment*
charcoal fragment
charcoal fragments
charcoal fragment
no artifacts found
utilized or retouched flint flake
charcoal fragment
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
quartz or quartzite fragment *
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
limestone fragment*
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
flint, stemmed projectile point/knife
charcoal fragment
chert fragment*
no artifacts found

Count

Weight

1
1
4

0.3g
1.2g
3.3g

2

2.6g

1
6
3
1

1.7g
0.8g
0.6g
0.2g

1
1

0.5g
0.1g

1

9.8g

1

0.7g

1
1
1

5.7g
1.2g
0.2g

Table 4. Artifact classifications and frequencies, 50cm Test

Field Specimen No.
102
104
101
103
105
106
107
107
108

Grid Coordinates
Test Pit A (FP)#
Test Pit A (FP)#
125N 220W (FP)
125N 220W (FP)
125N 220W (FP)
125N 220W (FP)
200N 227W (FP)
200N 227W (FP)
200N 227W (FP)

* not cultural material
(FP) on floodplain coordinate grid
# tied to floodplain grid

Provenience
Zone A
Zone B
Zone A
Zone B (1)
Zone B (2)
Zone C
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A

Pits (continued).
Artifact Type
sandstone fragment*
no artifacts found
no artifacts found
sandstone fragments*
limestone fragments*
no artifacts found
quartz nodule*
limestone fragment*
shale/coal shale fragments

Count

Weight

1

5.5g

5
2

12.0g
6.5g

1
1
3

8.5g
6.0g
6.1g

Surface Anomaly Recording
An essential element in the reconnaissance of the study parcel was the recording of
surface anomalies or ground contour alterations possibly related to Civil War activities
within the complex of gun emplacements collectively referred to as Fort Whitaker.
Specifically, the locations of tent or bivouac pads, possible rifle pits, latrines, and
abandoned road grades were recorded. All recorded features appeared on or within the
project boundaries, with the exception of mapping two gun emplacements immediately
adjacent to the study parcel.
Distinguishing tree-falls from possible tent pads was a major concern, as was
discriminating between natural flats or benches on slopes versus those resulting from
excavation. Numerous large tree-falls were present in the project area, and the surface
anomalies created by these natural events were observed in various stages of decay. The
distinctive traits of many tree-falls is a deep depression left by the dislocated root/trunk ball
and a linear mound of dirt left as the elevated root mass decays and deposits the captive fill.
Any feature with a semi-circular depression closed by a straight, tall ridge of dirt was
viewed as a probable tree-fall and not mapped.
Even with a working field model of tree-falls, numerous "borderline" cases were
observed. Many factors complicated the identification of tent pads and tree-falls, the
principal one being the effects of erosion. The soils in the upland portions of the project
area are unconsolidated silt loams with high densities of rock inclusions. These cherry
soils erode easily, and erosion would be enhanced in soils loosened by excavation. Key to
the identification of possible bivouac sites was the presence of a nearly level pad of any
appreciable size.
In the field recording of possible tent pads, nails were placed at either end of the
pad along the apparent longitudinal axis. Attached to the nails were strips of flagging
designating the feature number and an A or B point. The distance in centimeters between A
and B pins was noted as was the approximate compass bearing between the two markers.
The approximate width of the pad, measured perpendicular to the pinned line, was noted to
the nearest 10cm. One set of surface anomalies consisted of deep rectangular excavations
into a steep slope (Figure 8). These possible semi-subterranean structures or dugouts were
mapped by placing pins at the front and approximate rear (into the slope) of the excavation.
The width was estimated laterally. Any estimate of the actual original size of the dugout is
difficult to make; the rate of erosion on a very steep slope is quite high.
Also recorded with respect to tent pads and dugout structures was the grade of the
surrounding terrain (measured as fall in centimeters over two meters) and the general
location of the feature with respect to the principal ridges, the lettered hills A through F.
These and other data were noted on the Surface Anomaly Data Form.
Following the identification and marking of the tent pads and related surface
anomalies, a professional land surveyor using total station equipment and computer data
processing was engaged to produce accurate maps of all surface anomalies in the project
area. The locations of all identified surface anomalies are recorded in Figure 4, and Table 5
presents a summary of the recorded features.
Clusters of probable tent or bivouac pads were apparent after mapping. There were
two general groups of pads: a group of 24 tent pads on the west slope of Hill A, and a
concentration of 28 pads on the east slopes of Hill E. The latter cluster was easily
associated with the battery on the crest of the hill to the south and west [40HA132].
Smaller clusters were noted on the northwest flank of Hill F, the southeast flank of Hill A,
and on the eastern slopes of Hill B. Other possible pads were distributed on the gentle to
moderate-grade slopes of Hills of B, C and F. The two major concentrations of bivouacs
typically had small tent pads arranged informally along a contour, sometimes with two or
three pads arranged end to end. On Hill A, four tent pads were arranged in line up the
slope rather than along the contour.
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Apparent pad sizes showed considerable variation, and the possible significance of
this size range in bivouac pads is addressed later. A small pad might have housed a single
shelter tent occupying a roughly 1.5m square area. A slightly larger pad might have
housed a shelter tent with an open activity area at one or both ends or was equipped with
connecting or integrated hearths with chimneys of mud and sticks. Larger pads might
represent surfaces occupied by small wall tents or A -frame tents used by officers or as
mess tents. At least one pad on Hill A [Feature 28] was T-shaped, with a wide, flat
platform running along the contour and a smaller, connecting area cut into the upper slope.
What was not routinely observed on the tent pads was possible debris piles
associated with fireplaces and chimneys attached to the tent or winterized tent pad. Rock
outcroppings that would yield stone suitable for chimney construction are not common in
the hollows in the interior of Fort Whitaker, although some stone outcrops are present on
the extremely-steep east face of Stringers Ridge. Stick and mud chimneys would have
eroded very quickly yet still probably leave a mound at one end of the tent pads. Despite
this, few mounds were observed in association with tent pads, and in many cases these
mounds could be viewed as piles of looter's spoil dirt. In sum, it was found to be too
difficult to identify hearths from superficial inspection.
Five segments of unpaved road were mapped in the anomaly survey, representing
three main routes through the project area (see Figure 4). Feature 96 is a 3m or 10' wide
road running east to west through Stringers Ridge and was the only road depicted on the
TVA Flood Control sheets that served as the base plan of the area. This road is currently
used by the mental health center on an intermittent basis. Documentary data suggests that
this route is of antebellum origin and originally extended to the banks of the river on the
east side of the bend. A possible ferry landing would be present at or near floodplain grid
stake 175N 100E, near the mouth of a drainage slough cut across the width of the
floodplain.
Also used by the hospital is Feature 10, a 3m-wide road bed running from the
ravine floor in "Lilly Spring Hollow" [40HA395] south along the lower east slope of Hill E
to (and past) the gun pit on the south crest of Hill E [40HA132]. Portions of this road have
clearly been graded by heavy machinery in the recent past, and a short section of this
roadbed has grades up to 26%. This grading apparently occurred when a microwave
transmission tower was erected on a knob in the ridgeline southeast of the project area in
the late 1960s.
At the knob between Hills E and F the Feature 10 road junctions with three other
roads. Feature 97 runs south and west into "Wilder Spring Hollow" [40HA394] in the
ravine floor between Hills E and F. This route is apparently of antebellum or Civil War
origin. Curving around the southeast, east and northeast flanks of the knob is Feature 13.
Grades on this short road reach 18%. This section of 2.5m or 8' roadbed is clearly a
narrow and long-abandoned segment of Feature 10. The latter roadbed was, in the last
decades, diverted to its present course probably to skirt large tree falls in the ravine floor
between Hills B and F, and originally joined with Feature 13.
Feature 8 is also a long-abandoned roadbed of probable antebellum origin. From
its junction with Features 10, 97 and 13 on the knob between Hills E and F, Feature 8 runs
south along the slopes of Hill F, dropping into the meadow and evidently continuing north
along the western base of Hill A. The possible rifle pit, Feature 95, is cut into the
continuation of this road, but the bed is no longer superficially apparent beyond a few
meters north of Feature 95. The measured grades on Feature 8 do not exceed 18%.
One possible latrine is present in the tent pad concentration on the east slopes of Hill
E. This feature was a linear depression 3m in length. The feature was situated between the
two major clusters of tent pads at the north and south ends of that long slope. In addition
to the tent pads on Hill E, small but clearly-cut pads are scattered along the slope, and these
small pads, identified as benches in Table 5, are interpreted as excavations for cooking
fires.
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Figure 8. Dugout or semi-subterranean structure, Feature 46, southeast slope of Hill A. Range pole in 50cm zones, facing
north/northwest.

Table 5. Recorded surface anomalies.
Feature No. Function

Location

Dimensions

Grade

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
roadbed
tree fall
roadbed
tent pad (?)
tent pad
roadbed

north slope Hill F
north/northwest slope Hill F
north slope Hill F
north/northwest slope Hill F
north/northwest slope Hill F
northwest slope Hill F
northwest slope Hill F
east slope Hill F
east slope Hill F
east slopes Hills E and F
east slope Hill F
east slope Hill F
east slope Hill F

3.76m X 2.2m 26%
2.77m X 1.9m 26%
2.56m X 2.1m 36%
2.75m X 1.6m 34%
2.40m X 2.1m 28%
2.68m X 2.2m 28%
2.43m X 1.6m 30%
0-18%
5.46m X 5.1m 20%
2-24%
3.00m X 2.1m 18%
3.60m X 1.9m 17%
10-18%

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

tent pad (?)
tent pad (?)
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad (?)
tent pad (?)
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad

east slope Hill F
east slope Hill F
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A

4.14m X 1.9m 26%
5.27m X 2.1m
18%
3.80m X 1.7m 15%
2.58m X 2.4m 18%
2.05m X 1.8m 21%
3.55m X 1.5m 27%
2.52m X 1.6m 25%
18%
1.89m X 1.7m
3.02m X 2.0m 25%
3.15m X 1.9m 21%
3.06m X 2.1m 26%
2.06m X 2.0m 26%
2.37m X 2.0m 26%
2.25m X 1.9m 26%
3.75m X 4.7m 23%
2.84m X 2.0m 22%
2.08m X 1.8m 18%

Comments
FS 125
FS 129
FS 128
FS 126
FS 127
Flagged as possible gun emplacement
Evidently cut and/or regraded in 1960s
On north slope of knob between Hills E/F
On north slope of knob between Hills E/F
On southeast and east slopes of knob
between Hills E/F
Near ridge crest on west project line
On east face of knob between Hills E/F
In line with Feas. 19, 20, 21
In line with Feas. 18, 20, 21
In line with Feas. 18, 19, 21
In line with Feas. 18, 19, 20
May be tree fall
may be tree fall
Poorly defined
Questionable
Large, T-shaped pad; FS 134
Poorly defined
Poorly defined

Table 5. Recorded surface anomalies (continued).
Feature No. Function
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
dugout
dugout
tent pad
dugout
dugout
bench
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad (?)
tent pad
tent pad (?)
tent pad (?)
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad

Location

Dimensions

west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
west slope Hill A
south slope Hill A, west end
south slope Hill A, west end
south slope Hill A, west end
south slope Hill A
south slope Hill A
south slope Hill A, east end
south slope Hill A, east end
south slope Hill A, east end
south slope Hill A, east end
south slope Hill A, east end
southeast slope Hill A
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E

3.25m X 3.4m 19%
2.58m X 1.6m 20%
2.35m X 2.1m 16%
1.80m X 1.7m 16%
2.37m X 2.1m 16%
2.94m X 2.5m 22%
1.99m X 1.5m 27%
2.21m X 1.4m 28%
2.16m X 1.6m 32%
1.75m X 1.4m 32%
1.91m X 1.6m 24%
1.80m X 1.6m 41%
2.36m X 1.6m 42%
1.90m X 2.0m 44%
2.05m X 1.5m 27%
4.07m X 1.8m 36%
2.66m X 1.9m 48%
1.77m X 1.6m 32%
2.64m X 2.1m 30%
2.00m X 1.6m 30%
1.90m X 1.6m 31%
1.45m X 1.2m 24%
2.06m X 1.5m 23%
2.04m X 1.7m 22%
1.08m X 1.1m 33%
2.37m X 1.6m 35%
1.96m X 1.7m 32%
2.65m X 2.0m 34%
2.21m X 2.8m 36%
2.32m X 2.4m 32%

Grade

Comments

Poorly defined
Poorly defined
FS 135
Montague & Co. ceramic pipe on surface
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Deep depression cut into steep slope
Deep depression; may be tree fall
Tent pad or bench; test trenched
Deep depression in steep slope
Large, deep depression in steep slope
Tent pad or bench on steep slope
May be tree fall
Disturbed by looting
In line with F-47
Small tent pad or hearth/firepit pad
Poorly defined
May be tree fall
Small tent pad or hearth/firepit pad
Disturbed, poorly defined
Tent pad
Obscured by pine tree

Table 5. Recorded surface anomalies (continued).
Feature No. Function
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
latrine (?)
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
bench
tent pad (?)
tent pad (?)
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
tent pad

Location

Dimensions

east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
east slope Hill E
west/northwest slope Hill B
west slope Hill B
west slope Hill B
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
east slope Hill E, north end
north/northwest slope Hill B
north/northwest slope Hill B
north slope Hill B
north slope Hill B
north/northeast slope Hill B
west slope Hill B
west/southwest slope Hill B
southwest slope Hill B
south/southwest slope Hill B
south slope Hill B
northwest slope Hill C
west slope Hill C, north end

2.47m X 2.0m 26%
2.23m X 1.5m 32%
2.11m X 1.9m 36%
3.05m X 1.2m 36%
2.72m X 3.5m 16%
2.01m X 1.9m 30%
2.30m X 1.7m 35%
1.62m X 2.1m 30%
1.97m X 2.3m 34%
2.28m X 1.7m 30%
1.90m X 2.1m 34%
2.97m X 2.1m 30%
2.26m X 2.3m 40%
1.98m X 1.7m 36%
2.30m X 2.1m 26%
2.16m X 1.7m 37%
2.84m X 2.2m 32%
4.00m X 2.6m 19%
2.35m X 2.2m 30%
1.89m X 1.9m 27%
2.41m X 1.6m 29%
2.40m X 2.1m 28%
1.58m X 1.6m 38%
2.71m X 1.6m 32%
1.79m X 1.9m 24%
2.99m X 2.5m 12%
1.65m X 1.6m 24%
2.38m X 2.0m 26%
2.29m X 1.9m 21%
2.44m X 1.9m 26%

Grade

Comments
Disturbed, poorly defined
Poorly defined
Disturbed, poorly defined
Linear depression at n. end tent cluster
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Obscured by tree mound
Disturbed

Obscured by tree mounds
Poorly defined; round shape
Poorly denied
Poorly defined
Poorly defined
Bench on steep slope
Poorly defined, near tree falls
Poorly defined
Disturbed
Poorly defined
Poorly defined; possible tree fall
Poorly defined
Poorly defined

Table 5. Recorded surface anomalies (continued).
Feature No. Function
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

tent pad
tent pad
tent pad
footpath
rifle pit (?)
roadbed
roadbed

Location

Dimensions

Grade

Comments

west slope Hill C
northwest slope Hill C
north/northwest slope Hill C
north - northwest slope Hill C
west slope Hill A
ravine between Hills A & B
ravine between Hills E & F

1.96m X 1.9m
1.98m X 1.6m
3.44m X 2.0m
0.5 - 1.0m wide
23m (N-S)
3m width
3m width

24%
28%
30%
variable

Poorly defined; possible tree fall
Poorly defined; possible tree fall
Disturbed; poorly defined
Path around crest of hill
Widens into roadbed
Used in modern era
Used in modern era

variable
variable

The gun emplacements on Hills E and F [40HA132 and 137] are clearly related to
the tent pads within the project; the pads housed the crews that served the guns above.
Consequently, in an effort to create a detailed and permanent record of these pits, a onefoot contour map was produced by the survey team using their total station equipment and
computer drafting.
Excepting the gun pits outside the project area, only two possible military
earthworks were recorded within the survey tract. Feature 95, mentioned above, was
designated as a possible rifle pit. The linear entrenchment is c. 23m in length, and is
present along the western edge of an abandoned roadbed, the northerly extension of
Feature 8. The distinctive characteristic of the possible rifle pit is the soil berm in front of
(west of) the shallow linear ditch. On the whole, however, the contours are not strong
enough to firmly identify Feature 95 as a rifle pit. Its situation at the foot of a hill
overlooking the northwest entrance to Fort Whitaker is intriguing, as this is a suitable
location for a defensive work.
Feature 9 was flagged during the preliminary anomaly survey as a possible gun
emplacement. The D-shaped depression with linear mound closing the semi-circular
depression was later redesignated a tree-fall as its location within the fort complex showed
little tactical utility (James Ogden, III, personal communication).
Metal Detector Reconnaissance
Although the project area was known to have been intensively hunted by relic
collectors using metal detectors, the Institute engaged an individual to scan selected areas
and features within the parcel to determine if metal artifacts associated with the Civil War
occupation of the site were still present. This operation met with some success, providing
unmistakable evidence of the Civil War activities on the site. Artifacts recovered during
this survey are summarized in Table 6.
Bivouac pads Features 1 through 7 were scanned, and artifacts retrieved from five
of the seven pads. Included in the finds were military bullets and one stove part possibly
of antebellum or Civil War-period manufacture (see Figures 10 and 11). A general sweep
of Hill A was made, specifically to seek out concentrations of metal associated with trash
burning pits. One pad was scanned (Feature 28), but most of the debris was either nondiagnostic or of modern origin. A sweep of the dugouts on the southwest flank of Hill A
produced no contacts. The accessible areas of the ravine floor between Hills B and F were
scanned, and one Civil War bullet was recovered (see Figure 11c). A sweep of the wide
125N auger and backhoe transect on the floodplain revealed no contacts. No other areas of
the project tract were systematically surveyed, although portions of Hill C and the roadbed,
Feature 10, were spot-checked with the metal detector.
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Table 6. Artifact classifications and frequencies, metal detector survey.
Field Specimen No. Location
125
126
127
128
129
129
129
130
131
132
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133
133

1

Feature 2 associated
Feature 6 associated
Feature 7 associated
Feature 5 associated
Feature 3 associated
Feature 3 associated
Feature 3 associated
Feature 9 associated
Feature 11 associated
Feature 15 associated
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east
Ravine between hills A&B, east

Artifact Type

of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest
of crest

.38 cal. lead bullet, deformed (modern)
embossed cast-iron plate; stove part
cast-iron plate fragment, perforated
lead bullet, minie type, .58 cal. (?)
lead splash
pistol bullet, deformed, Savage .36 cal.(?)
pistol bullet, cut, deformed .31 cal., modern
shotgun shell
unid. nail (?) fragments
lead fragment
horseshoe
muleshoe
wire nail
wire fragments
hex-head bolt
bridge-pin (?) head
unid. iron item
16 gauge shotgun shell
lead splash
lead spherical shot
deformed lead bullet, unid. type, modern
deformed lead bullet, .35 (?) cal., modern
deformed lead bullet, minie-type

Count
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Weight
9.9g
378.4g
138.3g
30.5g
3.7g
9.6g
5.6g
4.0g
8.1g
13.1g
455.7g
190.8g
4.2g
5.1g
55.2g
55.8g
14.7g
3.6g
6.1g
24.6g
17.1g
8.7g
30.0g

Table 6. Artifact classifications and frequencies, metal detector survey (continued).
Field Specimen No. Location
134
134
134
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
150

Feature 28 associated
Feature 28 associated
Feature 28 associated
8m NE 225S 200E
8m SE 250S 300E
10m N 2505 300E
5m S of 250S 300E
4m W of 225S 300E
lm W of 250S 300E
3.8m E of 450S 375E
3m NW F-10B
Ravine between Hills A&B, west of crest
Ravine between Hills A&B, road intersect.
Hill C, West slope

Artifact Type
wire nails
nail or screw, unid.
unid. nail fragments
brass buckle
storage drum screw cap
perforated iron plate
brass belt buckle, modern
lead fragment
iron leaf spring(?) fragment
rifle bullet, .56 cal., breechloader (?)
iron ax head, felling type
decorative brass plate
toy railroad car, pewter(?)
deformed lead object

Count

Weight

9
1
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1

63.5g
11.0g
10.5g
11.6g
76.8g
86.0g
8.7g
29.8g
245.8g
30.3g
1513.2g
20.9g
29.2g
22.5g

Supplemental Excavations
Limited secondary testing had been proposed in the preliminary research design of
the survey of the amphitheater parcel but had been substantially eliminated in the final
proposal. In addition to the systematic programmed testing with 50cm test pits and auger
cores, several small test excavations were conducted and sited in an opportunistic manner.
Artifacts from these excavations are enumerated in Table 7.
Two recorded surface anomalies were tested with small hand-excavated trenches
designed mainly to record a lateral profile through two supposed tent pads. The intent of
the trenches was to determine if a section through the supposed shelf excavation would
reveal clearly-visible altered stratigraphy. The test trenches were .5m wide and 1.5m long,
hand excavated and screened. The Feature 44 anomaly displayed a sharp cut into the face
of the slope, evidencing deliberate excavation, but no cultural material was recovered. The
Feature 66 anomaly, on the other hand, did not display a clear excavation profile, but one
flint cortical flake was retrieved from the test pit.
Two lm square test pits were excavated on the relatively flat terrain of a knob
projecting between the eastern slopes of Hills E and F. These test pits were in the vicinity
of a junction of two abandoned and one old but reused roadbed. Only a thin scatter of
modern glass was encountered in this locality and no features were noted.
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Table 7. Artifact classifications and frequencies, miscellaneous test pits.
Field Specimen No. Location
146
147
148

Feature 44, .5m by
1.5m test pit
19

"

Provenience

Artifact Type

Zone A

coal/shale fragments

Zone B
Zone C

no artifacts found
no artifacts found

Count

Weight

2

2.2g

149

Feature 66, .5m by
1.5m test pit

Zones A, B

flint, cortical flake

1

4.9g

151

Test Pit (1), Hill F
bench

Zone A

unid., partially-charred wood

1

0.6g

152

11

Zone B

no artifacts found

153

Test Pit (2), Hill F
bench

Zone A

7
1

8.2g
0.2g

154

19

Zone B

clear bottle glass (unpatinated)
white plastic fragment
no artifacts found

Laboratory Methods and Analysis of Artifacts
Artifacts retrieved in the survey were processed at the laboratory of the Institute of
Archaeology on the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga campus. Following washing,
drying, and sorting of artifacts by their field specimen numbers, the materials were
classified and frequency and weight variables tallied. Classification procedures for historic
materials followed those employed by the Institute on other historic projects (Honerkamp et
al. 1983) and on local prehistoric survey and testing projects (Council 1989). Artifact
identifications, frequencies, and contexts have been summarized in Tables 1 through 7.
The following narration describes in general terms of the significance of the two broad
cultural divisions in the collections, namely prehistoric and historic period assemblages.
Aboriginal Material Culture
The entire assemblage of prehistoric, aboriginal artifacts is collected in Table 8.
Most of the items are flint tools associated with hunting and food processing. Some
distinctive flint tools are shown in Figure 9. The small Dallas Excurvate projectile point
(Figure 9b) is a characteristic Middle Mississippian arrow tip, while the partial stemmed
projectile point (Figure 9a) is a more generic type possibly employed on an atl atl dart from
the Late Archaic period. The remaining flint artifacts are not period-specific or temporally
diagnostic, and represent flake tools of the type used in the butchering of game or in the
processing of plant materials.
Two sherds of undecorated limestone-tempered pottery were recovered. This type
of pottery is viewed as a generic ceramic type for southeastern Tennessee, and may range
in cultural affiliation from the Middle Woodland to the Mississippian. Ceramics are
generally considered indicative of sedentary occupations, namely housesites, villages, or
seasonally-occupied campsites.
Fire-cracked rock may be associated with any aboriginal period, and is temporally
non-diagnostic. River pebbles and cobbles would have been employed in firepits as heatretaining or reflecting surfaces, and in stone-boiling, a process by which liquids in steatite
or pottery vessels were cooked by the insertion of pre-heated stones. Daub is partiallyfired clay commonly employed as an architectural covering of wattle structures formed by
intertwined reeds, canes and saplings. Daub structures are known from the Woodland and
Mississippian periods. Partially or low-fired clay might also represent clay living floors or
modeled-rim hearths from the Mississippian period.
Daub and fire-cracked rock was confined in distribution to the floodplain area of the
parcel, the location where the only aboriginal ceramics were retrieved.
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Table 8. Aboriginal artifact classifications and frequencies; summary by testing procedure.
50cm Test Pits
Field Specimen No.
3
15
18
26
27
44
56
98

Grid Coordinates
225S 300E
300S 225E
300S 200E
225S 275E
250S 275E
375S 375E
475S 350E
475S 425E

Provenience

Artifact Type
utilized/retouched flint flake
flint debitage
utilized/retouched flint flake
flint debitage
flint flake
flint projectile point/knife, reworked
utilized or retouched flint flake
flint, stemmed projectile point/knife

Zone A
Zone C
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A
Zone A

Count
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Weight
1.0g
0.8g
1.5g
0.1g
0.5g
1.3g
0.5g
5 .7g

Miscellaneous test pits
1/.4 0 Field Specimen No. Location
149

Feature 66, .5m by
1.5m test pit

Provenience Artifact Type
Zones A, B

flint, cortical flake

Count
1

Weight
4.9g

Backhoe trenching
Field Specimen No. Location
111
112
112
114
115
118
121
122
122

Trench B 125N 100-105W
Trench C 125N 110-115W
Trench C 125N 110-115W
Trench E 125N 130-135W
Trench F 125N 140-145W
Trench I 125N 175-180W
Trench L 125N 195-200W
Trench M OFF GRID
Trench M OFF GRID

Artifact Type
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
daub(?) fragment
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
cortical flint flake

Count
1
16
1
1
1
1
3
3
1

Weight
8.9g
720.4g
4.9g
42.6g
88.1g
231.9g
584.5g
266.7g
26.9g

Table 8. Aboriginal artifact classifications and frequencies; summary by testing procedure, (continued).
Surface collections
Field Specimen No. Location
1
69
II

70

Artifact Type

Road cut between Hills
A and B, from crest east
Riverbank, 100N - 125N
?I

Riverbank, 125N - 150N

Count

Weight

flint, utilized/retouched flake

1

3.8g

flint, projectile point, Dallas Excurvate type
flint, small bifacial scraper
flint, debitage
flint, cortical flake
flint, utilized or retouched flake
flint, utilized or retouched flakes

1
1
1
1
1
4

1.9g
7.9g
1.2g
5.1g
2.8g
6.6g

Auger testing, floodplain
--4

0 Field Specimen No. Grid Coordinates
65
66
73
73
74
76
76
77
78
79
80
81
81
82
83
84
85

100N 150W
100N 175W
125N 125W
125N 125W
125N 100W
150N 125W
150N 125W
150N 150W
150N 175W
150N 200W
175N 200W
175N 100W
175N 100W
175N 125W
175N 150W
175N 175W
200N 200W

Artifact Type
daub (?) fragment
fire-cracked rock
limestone-tempered plain
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
flint projectile point/knife
daub (?) fragment
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
daub (?) fragment
daub fragments
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
fire-cracked rock
daub (?) fragment
daub (?) fragments

Count
1
1
2
2
9
5
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3

Weight
1.5g
15.9g
1.8g
8.0g
58.1g
124.4g
6.2g
0.6g
40.5g
8.0g
3.2g
6.3g
8.4g
21.0g
67.2g
2.0g
7.7g

*0**
•-•
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•4totoitte
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,44*
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At**

Figure 9. Aboriginal lithic tools. (a) stemmed triangular projectile point/knife (partial), Late Archaic (?). 475S 425E, FS 98. (b) Dallas
Excurvate projectile point (Mississippian). Riverbank surface collection, FS 69. (c) projectile point/knife (partial). 150N 125W, FS 76.
(d) small scraper. Riverbank surface collection, FS 69. (e) utilized/retouched flake. Riverbank surface collection, FS 69. (f) cortical
flake. Feature 66 tent pad, FS 149. Background grid in millimeters.

Historic Material Culture
Small fragments of coal, coke and coal clinker were recovered throughout the
meadow off Moccasin Bend Road and in the hollow surrounded by Hills A, B and F.
Coke is the distilled form of coal, and is characterized by its high porosity and bubbly
texture. There is no indication that the coke was being intentionally produced at the site,
but rather was probably formed during the combustion of coal. Coal clinker and "furnace
glass" are the glassy, siliceous scoria produced by the fusing of residual sand within coal.
Charcoal fragments were also found throughout the site in trace quantities, but it is difficult
to extract any significance from its distribution: its presence may be natural (from forest
fires) or cultural. There was no observation of commercial charcoal production on the site;
collieries typically are visible as large, flat circular areas in which either charcoal is still
present as a residual or vegetation differentiation is present.
The distribution of coal, coke and coal clinker over much of the meadow off
Moccasin Bend Road and in the northwest corner of "Lilly Spring Hollow" probably
relates to the burning of coal as a domestic fuel. There is no evidence of commercial-scale
coal mining on the site, and the small coke fragments recovered during the reconnaissance
were probably unintentionally produced during coal burning. There is no archaeological or
historical evidence of commercial coking on the site.
A variety of metal artifacts was recovered in the testing program, and consisted in
numerical terms mostly of modern wire nails or unidentifiable corroded iron. Figure 10
illustrates two iron objects of interest. The cast-iron plate (Fig. 10a) is tentatively identified
as a stove plate, and is attributed to the stove and hollowware works of G. W. Ball and
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Preliminary research by the staff of the Cincinnati Historical
Society indicates that this firm operated in 1850, possibly earlier, and continued at least
until 1870. Consequently, the artifact potentially was used during the period of the Civil
War. The object was recovered from a bivouac pad situated on the northwest flank of Hill
F. In the same figure is a felling ax head found in the shoulder of the Feature 10 roadbed
near the knob on the west slope between Hills A and B. There is nothing diagnostic of this
ax, although it is of the general form of felling axes used in the Civil War. Horse and mule
shoes found in surface contexts in the ravine between Hills A and B are generic types, and
are not demonstrably military issue (James Ogden, III, personal communication).
Of particular interest to the present study are bullets from the Civil War period.
Figure 11 illustrates a group of three lead projectiles attributable to the 1863 Federal
occupation on the bend. Several examples of minie-style rifle bullets were recovered in the
metal detector survey of the project area, and Figure l la illustrates the classic minie "ball"
employed in the most common shoulderarm used by Federal troops, the .58 or .577 caliber
muzzle-loading percussion rifle. The example illustrated here displays the characteristic
three deep V-notched grooves around the body and a deep conical cavity in the base.
Recovered from one of the tent pads on Hill F, the pistol bullet (Fig. 11b) was fired from a
Savage .36 caliber pistol, probably the army model of that unique sidearm. Figure 11c
illustrates a bullet with a basal cavity of uncommon shape and three flat grooves. The
projectile was probably used in a breechloading carbine, a type of shoulderarm typically
assigned to cavalry units and not to infantry or artillery units (James Ogden, III, personal
communication).
Splash lead (droplets of melted lead) and deformed lead bullets of indeterminate
type are also probably associated with the Civil War component of the project area, but
modern lead bullets are also present, along with a scattering of metallic shotgun shell
casings.
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Figure 10. Iron artifacts from "Lilly Spring Hollow," 40HA395. Top: cast-iron stove
plate, embossed "G. W. Ball & Co. CM. 0," and attributed to stove and hollowware
manufacturer G. W. Ball of Cincinnati, Ohio, c. 1850-1870. Feature 6 tent pad, FS 126.
Bottom: forged-iron felling ax. Feature 10 roadbed near Hill E/F knob, FS 143.
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Figure 11. Lead bullets of the Civil War period. (a) minie-type rifle bullet, with 3 v-notch grooves and deep concave base; nominal
diameter .561", weight 515 grains, length 1.034". Feature 5 tent pad, FS 128. (b) pistol bullet, with 2 flat grooves and deep concave
base; nominal diameter .351", weight 161 grains, length 0.714". Probably round for Savage .36 cal. Army-model pistol. Feature 3 tent
pad, FS 129. (c) possible breechloading rifle bullet, with 3 flat grooves, concave base; nominal diameter .557", weight 472 grains,
length 0.892". Apparent .56 cal. round. Lower east slope, Hill E/F knob, FS 142.

Artifacts with typically domestic associations are those of high-fired ceramic
tableware and container glass. Undecorated whitewares and/or ironstones are temporally
undiagnostic, having been produced from circa 1813 onward. Of greater interest are
several types of pottery manufactured during the mid-19th century. Some temporallysensitive types present in the survey parcel, and their manufacturing date ranges, are:
Flowing-blue whiteware (FS 15)
Hand-painted polychrome whiteware (FS 14, 40)
Blue sponge-decorated whiteware (FS 41)
Annular yellowware (FS 41)
Brown Rockingham-style yellowware (FS 48)

1835-1870
1825-1860
1830-1865
1826-1880
1841-1920

Sherd frequencies are too small to calculate a statistically-significant mean ceramic date, but
at the nominal level, and when viewed as an assemblage, the ceramics are consistent with a
mid-19th century occupation. These ceramics are clustered in the north end of "Lilly
Spring Hollow," and appear to be associated with a house depicted on the 1864 plan of the
battlefield (Figure 2) and situated at the junction of the east-west and north-south roads at
the north end of the hollow.
Container glass was widely distributed through the meadow and within "Lilly
Spring Hollow" [40HA395]. Much of this glass debris is of modern origin, but minor
frequencies of slightly-patinated pale green bottle glass do occur, and may represent mid19th century containers. No diagnostic embossed glass fragments from that period were
recovered, however.
Leather fragments were retrieved from test units in the open field west of Hill A,
but the fragments have not been attributed to a particular style or period of footwear.
Faunal remains were almost non-existent: only three bone fragments, one being an
ungulate tooth, were retrieved from the 50cm test pits. The naturally high acidity of the soil
largely precludes the preservation of bone.
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Discussion and Interpretation
The archaeological and documentary survey of the 40.2 acre parcel on Moccasin
Bend brought into focus four major topics concerning the cultural resources on Moccasin
Bend. Three of the topics concern Civil War period resources, namely the significance and
archaeological research potential of the Fort Whitaker bivouac sites.
Aboriginal Occupation on Moccasin Bend
Auger testing in the floodplain portion of the study parcel demonstrated the
presence of aboriginal pottery, lithics, fire-cracked rock and daub in low frequencies. A
Woodland or Mississippian component is likely, probably an isolated household. Overall
artifact frequencies, and the absence of highly-developed middens, suggest that a largescale or long-duration occupation is unlikely. Even isolated housesites or farmsteads,
however, are likely to contain human interments, and the 25m auger interval is broad
enough to miss core areas of small occupations.
Backhoe trenching on the floodplain revealed that auger testing, seldom reaching
below 1.2m, sampled Woodland and Mississippian deposits within the T-0 and T-1b3
formations, but would incompletely sample Late Archaic deposits in the T-1b2 formation.
Cultural deposits of Middle Archaic and earlier occupations would not be sampled at all.
The geomorphological analysis points out that while augering is an economical method for
testing shallow and intermediate depths in the floodplain, deeper cultural deposits remain
unsampled.
The analysis of the fluvial geomorphology in the study parcel strongly points to a
higher probability of intensive occupation 500m upstream, where sandier, more
agriculturally-desirable alluviums are likely.
The Fort Whitaker Complex
The collection of battery positions and regimental campsites on the southern end of
Stringers Ridge became known as Fort Whitaker during the occupation of the Bend by
General Walter C. Whitaker's brigade. After breaking the Confederate stranglehold on
their supply lines to Bridgeport, Whitaker's command moved to Shell Mound, Tennessee,
and returned to Chattanooga briefly during the battles of Chattanooga in November, 1863.
During those battles, the Fort Whitaker positions and other posts on or adjacent to
Moccasin Bend were occupied by General John Beatty's brigade.
Although there is some variation in the accounts, at least two full batteries — a total
of twelve artillery pieces -- were deployed within the fort complex, and additional
individual guns, sections (a two-gun unit), or batteries (six guns) were evidently brought in
during the battles of Chattanooga. At least five infantry regiments were assigned to protect
the batteries, to picket and watch the river, and to guard the river crossings against rebel
assaults. By July 1863, the average Union infantry regiment mustered only 375 soldiers
out of a maximum nominal strength of over 1000 officers and enlisted men (Robertson
1988: 21). After the Battle of Chickamauga, many regiments could only muster a quarter
of their nominal strength, or about 250 men (James Ogden 111, Personal Communication).
While clearly not up to full strength at any time during the Chattanooga campaigns,
the infantry units comprising brigade strength probably numbered at least 1500 men.
Beatty's brigade, for example, consisted of seven infantry regiments. To this number were
added the complements of the batteries, roughly the size of a company (100 men) for each
battery of six guns (see Coggins 1983: 63). Detachments from the Signal Corps and other
personnel probably raised the number of Federal troops on Moccasin Bend to as many as
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2000. Of this total number, the estimate has been made that 1200 to 1500 soldiers were
encamped in and around Fort Whitaker proper (James Ogden III, Personal
Communication).
The camps needed to house perhaps as many as 1500 troops were spread around
and among the hills at the southern tip of Stringers Ridge. Clearly, the ninety or so
bivouac pads mapped during the present survey represent only a small number of the total.
While the gun emplacements in the Fort Whitaker complex are fairly distinct, the campsites
are more difficult to define without more systematic, intensive surveys accompanied by
professional mapping. Judging from the current recorded sites and the site boundaries, the
recording of the Fort Whitaker campsites is less than thorough. Figure 3 (above) presents
the locations of batteries in the complex and indicates in general the locations of main
campsites in the interior of the fort.
Field Identification of Bivouac Pads
At the time of the battles of Chattanooga, the standard issue tent of the Federal
infantry was the shelter tent, less than affectionately known as the dog or pup tent
(Robertson 1988: 45). Figure 12 presents a period engraving of one such shelter tent that
has been "winterized."

Figure 12. A "winterized" shelter tent. The knee-wall log crib is covered by two joined
canvas shelter tents and supplemented with a heavy greatcoat. Supported by uprights set
outside the crib and a ridgepole, the shelter tent roof covered an interior space less than sixfeet square. The rubble chimney indicates that a fireplace was crowded into one end of the
tent pad. "Home Sweet Home," a drawing by Edwin Forbes, (Library of Congress).
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The original dimensions of the shelter tent, (actually half of a shelter), were 5'2" by
4'8" had been somewhat enlarged by 1864, when the dimensions were 5'6" by 5'5". Two
of these flaps buttoned together formed the infamous pup tent, and the addition of a third
flap could close one end for greater comfort, albeit in a somewhat more crowded tent. For
winter camps, the shelter tent was stockaded with timber and could incorporate a fireplace
with an exterior chimney composed of a variety of materials (Lord 1965: 279-80).
Doan's (1894) description of an actual camp on Moccasin Point is significant in
detailing the construction of a winterized structure covered by a shelter or dog tent. Two
types of construction are possible for the winterized bivouacs, one evidenced in the Forbes
engraving (Figure 12) and the other described by Doan. Both are log cribs perhaps six feet
square, but in the Forbes illustration the logs are horizontally bedded to form knee walls.
In the Doan (1894: 9-10) description, the logs were set vertically in palisade fashion. This
type of structure would leave an archaeological footprint, namely, a wall trench. To effect
a weather seal, pine boughs draped the outside of the stockade, and the roof was canvas
shelter tents. A structure of this general size might house two to four men. Taking the
latter figure, the 24 pads on the west slope of Hill A and the group of 28 pads on the east
slopes of Hill E would have each housed about 100 soldiers, the nominal strength of a
company. However, many of the mapped bivouac pads are now substantially smaller than
2m square, and the normal complement of a shelter tent of two flaps was two men, three if
one end had been closed with an additional shelter half (Robertson 1988: 45).
Some of the regimental accounts intimate that proper log cabins were built or that
existing pre-war houses were occupied. Given that only two such pre-war houses are
shown on one of the Federal maps (Figure 2), the troops on the bend necessarily built their
own bivouacs from the ground up. When encamped on sloping terrain, the first step in
constructing a tent pad, winterized or not, was the excavation of a level terrace. If designed
to house a two-man shelter tent, it is estimated that the pad would have to be at least 2m
square (6'). A winterized tent with attached chimney, such as that shown in Figure 12,
would have required a somewhat longer pad excavation.
The meager shelter tent was probably not the only type of tent used in Fort
Whitaker, and the size variation in recorded bivouac pads may reflect that fact. If erected
on a slope, however, the larger the tent the larger the excavation required to seat the
accommodation. Some of the largest excavations noted were the apparent dugout
structures on Hill A.
The dugout features at the southeastern flank of Hill A are intriguing but elusive as
to function. These are the only candidates for substantial semi-subterranean, winterized
huts of the type that might have been constructed by troops garrisoning the Fort Whitaker
Complex over the winter of 1863-4. The largest of the depressions, allowing for
substantial erosion and enlargement of the excavation, was perhaps 2m by 4m (6' by 13').
Unfortunately, the number and size of these postulated structures is hardly large enough to
accommodate even one company of soldiers let alone a body of regiment or brigade size.
Alternatively, the apparent dugout and tent pad complex may be a civilian camp for sutlers,
correspondents or former slaves. A third, more remote hypothesis is that the excavations
are mining prospects or small mining drifts to tap the mineral resources of Stringers Ridge.
Rockwood hematite iron ore had been commercially prospected from the ridge at three
points beginning two miles to the north of the project area by the turn of the century
(Burchard 1962: 89-92; Plate 2). The stratum comprising Stringers Ridge also contains
deposits of coal and coal-shales that might also have been mined at a low level of intensity.
Although not noted for commercial-scale deposits, the ridge may have been mined for small
quantities of coal.
Weighing the hypotheses, it seems more likely that they are dugouts for winter
cabins and not mining pits; the organization and layout of the features does not signal
mining drifts. Also mapped in the vicinity, on either side of the mouth of the ravine
opening onto the floodplain, are narrow level cuts or benches well sited for picket posts
overlooking a main entrance to the fort complex. The cluster of dugouts just below the
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summit of Hill A might have housed a signal detachment posted to the top of the ridge
north of the dugouts; the elevation of 824' ASL is topped by only one other hill in the
project area, Hill D, the crest of which is about 828' ASL. However, site 40HA131
marks a gun emplacement at just at 860' ASL, and it is at this location that the signal station
manned by Lieutenants S. A. Thayer and B. R. Wood of the Signal Corps was apparently
stationed (0. R. V. 31, Pt. 1, 839-40). This is not only the highest location on the
southern end of Stringers Ridge, but it sits at the extreme south end of the of the ridge with
a clear view of Chattanooga Valley and Lookout Mountain.
The field identification of bivouac pads was found to be a highly subjective process
with annoying latitude for interpretation. Consequently, only when two of three project
principals agreed was a tent pad flagged for recording. Highly eroded pads were
undoubtedly omitted from the inventory due to lack of visibility. Moreover, highly
weathered tree-falls were sometimes tentatively marked as bivouac pads. The use of nearsurface remote sensing techniques that might illustrate the signature of hearths within or
near the supposed tent pads without excavation was not incorporated into the final project
proposal. In the absence of diagnostic metal artifacts on most of the pads, the tent pad
attributions seem to be untestable without intensive excavation and even this inherently
destructive approach may not be conclusive.
The tent pads and gun emplacements in and around the project area are ephemeral
features etched into soft, friable soils easily eroded if exposed or subjected to any intense
form of traffic. Erosion and the effects of looting have undoubtedly reduced the inventory
of bivouac pads on the slopes of the hills. What isn't clear is how many of the bivouac
sites were on level ground and thus are not visible as a surface anomaly. Tent pad
excavations on the slope had the advantage of visibility as anomalies. Structures built on
level terrain have left no "footprint" superficially observable.
Location of the Regimental Campsites
Clusters of tent pads indicative of either battery crew bivouacs or infantry regiment
campsites were apparent with the plotting of the tent pads identified in the anomaly survey.
Specific identifications of the individual locations of regimental or battery bivouacs may be
possible through reconciling the documentary descriptions with the archaeological record.
Unfortunately, the archaeological documentation of campsites is very incomplete. The
identification of "invisible" bivouacs on level ground will require more detailed study. A
set of assumptions concerning campsite location can be made, but each needs to be
carefully qualified and objectively scrutinized.
A tacit and perhaps naive assumption has been that the principal bivouac areas on
Moccasin Bend would have been inside the Fort Whitaker complex in positions not
exposed to Confederate cannonade or sniper fire. In this assumption, the interiors or
hollows of Stringers Ridge would be the most desirable bivouac areas, particularly in the
northern end of the complex where the camps would be out of artillery range of rebel
batteries on Lookout Mountain. However, several of the regimental accounts mention
shells being lobbed into the camps, or exploding overhead, and suggest that large camps
were out in front of the main Federal battery [40HA135] and clearly exposed to the rebel
artillerists. Descriptions of the camps of the 40th Ohio and 96th Illinois seem to state that
they were camped south of the main battery of the 18th Ohio on the last high knob of the
ridge[40HA135], while the description of the camp location of the 34th Illinois suggests
that it was on the west slope of that same hill. in this location all three regimental camps
would have been exposed to Rebel view and cannon fire, and this is confirmed by the
regimental histories. This seems to defy conventional military wisdom, but the period
accounts illuminate the issue.
As noted in the documentary section of the report, the opposing batteries on the
heights of Lookout Mountain and those on the tip of Moccasin Bend were barely in range
of each other and the firing was more a demonstration than an actual counter-battery
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firefight. Confederate shelling of the Federal camps around Fort Whitaker was ineffectual.
Consequently, there seems to have been little concern about siting the bivouacs in full view
of the enemy's batteries on Lookout Mountain.
Camps on the southern tip of Moccasin Bend would also have been subjected to
sniper fire, and during the occupation of the Bend by Whitaker's troops, individuals
foraging for provisions were fired upon by rebels across the river. Infantry units on picket
duty with General Beatty's brigade, however, after Confederate concentrations in Lookout
Valley were reduced, held a tenuous truce with their rebel counterparts: "Our men have
orders to fire only at large bodies of the enemy, or at any person attempting to injure the
railroad track occupied by the rebels," (Widney 1863). As early as October 7, Beatty
recorded that among the opposing pickets "There appears to be a perfect understanding that
neither party shall fire unless an advance is made in force" (Beatty 1946: 258).
Until a more complete inventory of bivouac sites inside Fort Whitaker can be made,
it is impossible to determine if a brigade of troops could be housed on the slopes of
Stringers Ridge or whether camps were, in fact, present in the open fields south of the
main batteries.
A second assumption about camp location is that the most desirable campgrounds
would have been on flat or gently sloping fields, well drained, and within a short distance
of the gun emplacements or other duty stations, military disposition permitting. The
corollary is that level sites, being more desirable, would be occupied first by officers.
Were the flat ridge terraces and hollows reserved for officers and the slopes crowded with
enlisted men's tents? As observed at the start of the field project, the ravine floors inside
"Lilly Spring Hollow" were often wet and poorly drained locations unsuitable for any longterm camping. The slopes, while requiring some cut-and-fill tent pad excavation, were
nonetheless well drained. On the other hand, one camp description suggests that the
arrangement of cabins/winterized tents was in carefully-aligned rows, military fashion.
Obviously, this is easier to carry out on more or less level terrain. The 50cm test pitting
operation of the survey extended into these ravines and hollows to test for military or other
historic habitations situated on flat terrain.
In none of the 50cm tests were any diagnostic Civil War military items recovered,
but in five of the test pits ceramic and glass assemblages consistent with a mid-19th century
occupation were noted. One isolated assemblage was noted in the meadow at the northwest
corner of the project area. A second, larger cluster sampled by four 50cm test units was
present in the hollow between Hills A, B and F: "Lilly Spring Hollow." The assemblage
represents a domestic or household archaeological record from the mid-19th century and its
location corresponds to the representation of a structure shown on an 1864 military map
(Figure 2). Title research indicates that the property on which the structure sat in 1864 was
that deeded to Patrick Cobb by Euclid Waterhouse in September, 1860. The metal detector
survey did recover rifle balls from the open field west of Hill A, and this gently-sloping
field may well be the site of an extension of the Hill A bivouac pad cluster.
The flat knob between Hills E and F was thought to represent a suitable location for
an officer's bivouac, being in a sheltered location at the junction of two roads in use by the
Federal forces. Two one-meter square units on this terrace were found to contain nothing
from the 19th century nor any subsurface features. This does not exclude the possibility
that the knoll was occupied by soldiers, however, and three bivouac pads are located within
a short distance of the road intersection.
Another assumption has yet to be tested archaeologically in the Fort Whitaker area.
Materially, it is plausible that the artifact assemblages of officer's quarters would be more
rich and varied when compared to enlisted men's bivouacs, and that in both groups of
bivouacs the longer the period of occupation the more dense would be the debris generated.
Despite the biasing effect of relic collecting in the latter half of this century, some
differentiation of assemblages should be observable, especially if troops were garrisoned
on the site for more than two months. The presence of container glass and ceramic
tableware, for example, might signal the bivouac of an officer.
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The Amphitheater Parcel and Fort Whitaker
Preliminary design and siting plans for the proposed amphitheater place the facility
and its attendant structures in the midst of the northern end of the Fort Whitaker Complex.
While the proposed property acquisition avoids the inclusion of battery sites within its
boundaries, large bivouac areas are included. The full extent of the bivouac areas remains
to be determined. Parking lots are projected in the meadow west of Hill A, and this may
impinge on the projected location of an extension of the bivouac area mapped on that slope.
The Federal batteries in Fort Whitaker were first sited to defend Moccasin Bend
from Confederate assaults launched from across the river from key river crossings. As the
seige progressed, the role of the Fort Whitaker batteries shifted from defense to offense.
The Moccasin Bend batteries virtually choked off rebel troop movements along Wauhatchie
Pike and the N&C Railroad railbed on the north foot of Lookout Mountain, restricting the
Confederate response to Federal movements at Brown's Ferry and Wauhatchie. The Fort
Whitaker batteries perhaps made their most significant military contribution in action as
rebel troops were driven into their range during the Battle of Lookout Mountain; shelled
from their right flank, the Confederate troops were not secure in their entrenchments
(McDonough 1984: 135-138). The guns of Fort Whitaker materially contributed to the
success of the Federal assault on Lookout Mountain.
While the archaeological survey described above was not conducted in compliance
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, it is pertinent to address the
significance criteria employed by the National Register of Historic Places (as cited by
Townsend, et al. 1993: 16):
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures,
and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, association, and:
A.

that are associated with events that have made a significant
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or

B.

that are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
or

C.

that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or
that possess high artistic value, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction; or

D.

that have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in
prehistory or history.

Fort Whitaker, including the so-called "Lilly Spring Hollow" site, 40HA395, meets
significance Criterion A of the National Register of Historic Places due to its association
with the Battle of Lookout Mountain in November 1863, a significant episode in the
Chattanooga campaigns leading to the invasion of the Confederate heartland.
The battlefields of Chattanooga are ranked as "Class A" by the Civil War Sites
Advisory Commission, a body established by public law in 1990 to address the urgent
need to identify and preserve Civil War battlefields and related historic sites. Sites rated
Class A are those "having a decisive influence on a campaign and a direct impact on the
course of the war" (Civil War Sites Advisory Commission 1993: 16). Moreover, given the
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active defensive and offensive role of Fort Whitaker in the battles of Chattanooga, the fort
complex may be considered as part of the "core area" of the battlefield, as defined by the
Commision (Civil War Sites Advisory Commission 1993: 22).
As an archaeological entity, the evaluation of significance under criterion D is more
difficult given the very nature of events that created the Civil War archaeological record in
"Lilly Spring Hollow." The historical documentation now available suggests that the Fort
Whitaker complex was occupied for a very short period of time, and should be considered
as battlefield position reflecting more the immediacy of a battle in progress than the
character of a fixed fortification garrisoned over a long period of time. In this light, the
ephemeral nature of some of the physical remains does not diminish the site's significance.
The archaeological record at Fort Whitaker is conditioned by these historical realities.
Many of the Federal units gathered on Moccasin Bend in October, 1863 came to
that locality in haste and without their baggage trains. The 40th Ohio, for example, lost its
baggage train in Wheeler's Sequatchie Valley raid. The units operated under battlefield
conditions and in postures of readiness. Consequently, most of the surviving physical
remains reflect the military exigencies of combat, and are not of the substantial nature of
rear-area positions or strategic fortifications garrisoned for long periods of time. Occupied
for two months by troops with few comforts and amenities, the artifacts left behind were
probably never large in number. Certainly, the activities of relic collectors have reduced the
number of metallic objects in direct association with the military features, and this may be
viewed as having diminished the significance of the site under Criterion D. Similar Civil
War sites have yielded low artifact frequencies, and this has been seen to reflect brief
occupation and stringent camp policing policies (Kim, et al. 1993: 140-141). Relic
collecting in Fort Whitaker has not, however, substantially altered or removed the
immovable artifacts or features associated with the site, namely the surface anomalies such
as tent pads, gun emplacements and roads.
The low frequency of military artifacts reflects both the intensity of relic collection
on the site and the relatively short stay of troops in those positions. However, the physical
remains on the north end of the Fort Whitaker complex, however fugitive in nature,
probably stand as they were left in late 1863 as the theater of conflict moved south toward
Atlanta. At present, there are few modern intnisions in the vicinity of "Lilly Spring
Hollow." The hospital residence off Moccasin Bend Road, the surficial remnants of the
20th-century housesite at the southwest flank of Hill A, and scattered decaying fencelines
are the only reminders of the modern era within the project area. As a consequence, the
military features -- the tent pads, gun pits and roads -- remain within a landscape that has
retained its integrity since the battles of Chattanooga in November, 1863.
Setting is defined as an aspect or quality of integrity that affects the ability of a
historic property to convey its significance. "Under Criteria A, B, and C, the National
Register places a heavy emphasis on a property looking like it did during its period of
significance" (Townsend, et al. 1993: 20). Another, more subjective aspect of integrity, is
feeling, "A property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of
time" (Townsend, et al. 1993: 18). Certainly, the pristine natural condition of Fort
Whitaker reflects the Civil War landscape of the Chattanooga area.
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Recommendations
Fort Whitaker is a complex military site that to date has been incompletely mapped,
has remained largely unsurveyed by conventional archaeological field methods, and as yet
to be studied exhaustively from a documentary standpoint. Previous surveys of the
complex have been restricted to pedestrian surveys and have not included sub-surface
testing or systematic, controlled mapping. The existing archaeological data need to be
synthesized with, and reconciled to, the documentary record.
The fort is now incompletely and inaccurately described by no less than eight
recorded sites in the state site files. The association of the names Lilly [ Captain Eli Lilly ]
and Wilder [ Colonel John T. Wilder] with sites 40HA395 and 40HA394, respectively, are
completely spurious from an historical standpoint and seem to have been attached to these
localities to impute, quite unnecessarily, some additional historical significance. It is
recommended that the Tennessee Division of Archaeology, in concert with knowledgeable
local consultants, redefine Fort Whitaker as one archaeological site with recognized
localities within an encompassing boundary. Definition of this boundary will require
additional archaeological testing and documentary research, principally to delinate the
complete extent of attendant bivouac areas.
The presence of regimental camps outside the confines of Stringers Ridge will have
to be assessed. The camp mapped on the west face of Hill A, for example, may well have
extended into the cleared field behind the hospital residence, and is already known to
extend north outside the amphitheater project boundaries. Individually, the tent pads
mapped on the hillsides throughout the survey area are small, fugitive features, but take
their larger significance when seen as elements of a regimental and brigade bivouac pattern.
Unfortunately, this overall pattern is poorly known and incompletely documented. While
tent pads on the slopes are more or less visible, campsites on flat terrain can only be
discerned through sub-surface testing or near-surface, high-resolution remote sensing
techniques. The efficacy of remote sensing geophysical survey techniques at Fort Whitaker
remains to be tested. Deep features, such as latrines or company trash pits, may be present
on slopes or flats, and be obscured by colluvial deposits. While ground-penetrating radar
may be useful for these types of features, other geophysical methods may be more suitable
to pinpoint the locations of clay hearths that might leave a magnetic signature.
Secondary testing within the Fort Whitaker area should be implemented in a manner
that does not diminish the visibility or formal integrity of cultural surface anomalies such as
tent pads. These ephemeral features display their significance in their form, grouping, and
location within the fort complex. Secondary testing of the Fort Whitaker complex should
also include a more detailed search of primary historical accounts, specifically regimental
histories and individual accounts and correspondences. A detailed survey of manuscript
collections should yield more data that will permit an accurate reconciliation between the
historical accounts and the archaeological record.
Additional testing is necessary in the ravine bottom surrounded by Hills A, B and F
within 40HA395. A cluster of mid-19th century domestic debris appears to represent a
domestic occupation from the late antebellum period associated with the Cobb family.
Additional documentary research should confirm this tentative identification and include an
inspection of the enumerator's sheets of the population schedules, 1860 U. S. Census, to
identify, if possible, the size of the household at that locality. This structure was very
likely inhabited by Federal troops in the fall of 1863, and thus its associated artifact
assemblages may contain a military component. The objectives of secondary testing at this
housesite include defining the size, location and construction technique of the principal
structure and any dependencies or features such as wells and privies. Near-surface, high-
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resolution remote sensing may be employed to locate sub-surface features. Hand-excavated
test pits of 1m by 2m size will result in a larger artifact sample as well as increase the
probability of encountering subsurface features.
The prehistoric component on the floodplain portion of the proposed amphitheater
tract requires further exploration, particularly the localities at which pottery and daub was
recovered. A small number of lm by 2m hand-excavated test pits should aid in
determining if Woodland or Mississippian occupations are present. These tests should be
carried below 1.5m depth to access Archaic deposits incompletely sampled by the auger
survey. At least one test unit should be excavated near the Stringers Ridge side of the
floodplain to intercept T-2 alluvial deposits possibly containing Middle Archaic
occupations. Fills in all test units should be screened in order to generate a standardized
artifact sample for frequency distribution analysis.
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